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Introduction
The model theory of abelian groups was developed by Szmielew ([28] quantifier
elimination and decidability) and Eklof & Fisher [4], who observed that K1saturated abelian groups are pure injective. Eklof & Fisher related the structure
theory of pure injective abelian groups with their model theory.
The extension of this theory to modules over arbitrary rings became possible
after the work of Baur [l], Monk [14], Fisher [6] and Warfield [30]. Baur proved
that - for any fixed module A4 - every formula is equivalent to a boolean combination of positive primitive formulas cp(x,, . . . , x,,) (which assert the solvability of
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finite systems

of linear

equations

with parameters

x1, . . . , x,,). The lattice

of

pp-definable subgroups cp(M) of M gives a lot of information: The elementary
type of M is determined by the indices cp/$(M) = (q(M) : $(I@) (~{1,2, . . . , m}),
(Monk [14]). A4 is totally transcendental
of M is well-founded.
(Garavaglia

Therefore

and Macintyre

iff the lattice of pp-definable

totally transcendental

subgroups

modules are ‘compact’

[9]).

Warfield and Fisher defined and developed the structure theory of pure
injective modules. (We use ‘compact’ for ‘pure injective’.) Fisher proved the
uniqueness of the representation of a compact module as the pure hull of a direct
sum of indecomposable
compact (short: ‘indecomposable’)
modules. This was
completed by a theorem of Zimmermann & Zimmermann-Huisgen
[19]: The
endomorphism ring of an indecomposable module is local.
In [ll]
Garavaglia showed that a compact module with elementary Krull
dimension (i.e. there is no densely ordered chain of pp-definable subgroups) is the
pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables.
In a sense our paper is a
continuation of Garavaglias work. To keep our paper self-contained we reprove
the results mentioned above. In Section 1 Baur’s and Monk’s results are proved.
In Section 2 we give the characterization of totally transcendental and superstable
modules by means of their lattice of pp-definable subgroups [9]. In Sections 3 and
6 we present Warfield’s theory of smallness, pure hulls (this is also in [3], [ll] and
[20]) and prove a slight generalization of a theorem of Fisher:
6.1. Every compact module has a unique representation as the pure hull of a direct
sum of indecomposables and a compact module without indecomposable factors.
We begin our study of indecomposable modules in Section 4 with a new proof
of the theorem of Zimmermann & Zimmermann-Huisgen
(4.3). Our main technical tool is based on this theorem: A syntactical characterization of indecomposable types (4.4): Let a be a non-zero element of the compact module M. There is a
minimal direct factor H(a) of M which contains a. (H(a) is unique up to an
isomorphism.

M = H(a)

if M is indecomposable.)

We have:

4.4. H(a) is indecomposable ifl for all pp-definable subgroups 4,,(M),
containing
a there
is a pp-definable
subgroup
p(M)
s.t.

&(M) not
a E(~(M),

a$4~~(M)ncp(M)+&(M)ncp(M).
As one application of 4.4
of all isomorphism types of
consists of all (cp/4) ={UsU
a direct factor of a module
As a second application
4.8.

one can define a quasi compact topology on U, the set
indecomposable R-modules. A base for the open sets
1cp/~,!~(u)> 1). The closed sets are U, ={UEU
1 U is
elementarily equivalent to M} (4.9, 4.10).
one can construct a lot of indecomposables:

If (p/+(M) > 1, (cpl+) contains an element of IJill.
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Consequences

are:

6.9. Every module is elementarily equivalent to a direct sum of indecomposables.
6.11.

(1) the elementary type of the module M is determined by the invariants
I,(M)

= min?‘L(U) log P/+(M) 1cp,4 ppfl

(UEUJ).

For the computation of the IU it is enough to let the pairs cp, C/Jrange over a
base of neighbourhoods (cp/$) of U. For a suitable choice of bases we obtain (for
R =Z) the Szmielew invariants as a special case (cf. 6.12,9.6).
In Section 5 we determine the indecomposables
in several cases: injective
indecomposables (5.10) and indecomposable R-modules for a commutative ring
R whose localization RQ at maximal ideals Sp are valuation rings (5.2) (proofs are
given in the case where all R, are fields or discrete valuation rings.) Here we can
restrict ourselves
rings R:
5.4.

to the case that R is a valuation ring, since for commutative

Indecomposable

R-modules

are indecomposable

R%-modules

for maximal

ideals @.
For Dedekind rings R we give an explicit description of the topological space U
in 9.5. For effectively given Dedekind rings (e.g. R = Z) this yields the decidability
of the theory of all R-modules (9.7). This is a general theorem:
9.4.

Let R be a recursive ring and (cpJ~,$), i EN, an effective enumeration of a base
of u = WJjcN. Then the theory of all R-modules is decidable if Cpi/~i(Ui) depends
recursively on i, j.

Similarly we reprove the theorem of Koslov & Kokorin [21, 221 (generalized to
Dedekind rings): the decidability of torsion free abelian groups with a distinguished subgroup (9.10). In fact most of our general theory holds for more general
structures than modules: for abelian groups with a family of additive relations.
Let M be a module. When are all compact modules elementarily equivalent to
M the pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables?
By the above mentioned
result of Garavaglia this is the case, if M has elementary Krull dimension. Also if
the lattice of pp-definable subgroups of M is linearly ordered this is true. On the
other hand the pure hull of an atomless boolean ring is not the pure hull of a
direct sum of indecomposables.
In Section 7 we define the notion of ‘bounded width’ and show:
7.1. (1) If M has bounded width, then every compact module elementarily equivalent to M is the pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables.
(2) If R is countable, the converse is true.
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The width of a module depends only on the structure of the lattice of
pp-definable subgroups. Elementary Krull dimension implies bounded width.
In Section 8 we study modules with elementary Krull dimension. (Often we say
simply ‘Krull dimension’,

but we do not mean the classical notion.)

Here we assign to every pair 4(M) c p(M) of pp-definable subgroups of a
module M an ordinal (or a) dim,(cpl+), which measures the extent to which there
is ‘almost’ a dense chain of pp-definable subgroups between 4(M) and q(M).
Then M has Krull dimension iff dim,(M/O) <a.
(Garavaglia has a similar
‘dimension’ in [ll].) We prove in Section 8:
8.6.

If

R is countable

rank of the topological

or dim,(qol+)<
space

03, dimM(q/tJ) equals the Cantor-Bendixson

(q/+)nU,.

I do not know if the countability of the ring R is necessary.
Thus, if R is countable and M has Krull dimension, eJM must be countable. The
converse is also true:
8.1,8.4.
Let R be countable.
U, has a Cantor-Bendixson

Then M has Krull dimension if UILI is countable
rank, which is then dim,(M/O).

ifi

As an application we give for modules M with Krull dimension an explicit
description of all compact N, elementarily equivalent to M (9.1). It turns out that
there is a smallest such N.
This is the first step towards our solution of the (uncountable) spectrum
problem for complete theories of infinite modules over a countable ring in Section
10.
Let for infinite M, I,(K)
denote the number of non-isomorphic modules of
cardinality K which are elementarily equivalent to M. We show in 10.1 that
exactly 6 functions K H &&K)
(K >&,)
occur. (The first function depends on a
parameter h, 1 <A SK,). For the superstable case we use:
10.2.

Every superstable

and a module

module is the direct sum of a totally transcendental

of cardinality

module

at most 2”o.

For I,&,)
we give some information in 10.3. E.g. that M has finite Krull
dimension if I&+J < 2”o.
Finally we characterize &-categorical
(that is due to Baur [27]) and X1categorical modules in (10.6).
We conclude this paper with an investigation of some notions of stability theory
in the case of modules (this again was first done by Garavaglia in a special case
[lo]). Note that every module is stable. In 11.1 we characterize ‘forking’ by means
of pp-definable subgroups. Then we determine regular and orthogonal types using
indecomposables (this is in the special case when M@ M = M.) It turns out that
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regular

types correspond

Section

11 were independently

to certain

indecomposables.

obtained

I thank G. Cherlin and A. Wettern

(Most

of the result

in

in [25], [26].)

for their valuable help.

Chapter I: Preliminaries

1. Elimination
of quantifiers
We consider (unital) left modules over an associative ring R with 1.
R-modules are &-structures,
where the language LR contains 0, +, - and a
unary function symbol for every r E R.
(The reader is invited to follow a suggestion of G. Cherlin: Look at abelian
groups, endowed not only with a family of endophisms but also with a family of
additive relations. Most of our general results remain valid. We make use of it in
an example: 5.7, 9.8.)
Definition.

An equation

is a formula

rlxl + r2x, +. . .+rr,r,

GO.

A positive primitive formula (ppf) has the form
3Y (YlAY2A..

*AxA

where the -yiare equations. (y stands for a finite sequence yi, . . . , y,, of variables.)
The main result of this section is the following theorem of Baur [l] and Monk
[14]:

Theorem 1.1.For every module M, every L,-formula

is equivalent to a boolean

combination of positive primitive formulas.
We list some remarks on pp-formulas.
(1) If R is a principal ideal domain or a valuation ring, the ‘Elementarteilersatz’ implies that every ppf is equivalent to a conjunction of formulas of type
3yry-r,x1+...+r,&.
(2) We assume the class of positive primitive formulas to be closed under A.
(3) The validity of ppfs is preserved
under extensions,
products and
homomorphisms.
(4) A ppf &I,.
. . , x,,) defines a subgroup cp(iV”) of M”:
Mb&O),
If R is commutative

M~cpW~cp(~)+cp(x-~)
cp(AP) is a submodule of M”. g(M)

is called a pp-definable
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subgroup of M. (pp-definable
matrizielle Untergruppen’.)

subgroups

were introduced

in [34]

as ‘endlich

Lemma 1.2. Let cp(x, y) be a pp-fomtula and a EM. Then cp(M, a) is empty or a
coset of cp(M,0). (a stands for a finite sequence a,, . . . , a,, of elements of M.)

CoroUary 1.3. Let a, b E M, cp(x,y) a ppf. Then (in M) cp(x, a) and cp(x, b) are
equivalent or contradictory.
Note. The pp-definable
ppf, we write

subgroups are closed under n and +. If q(x),

+(x) are

Qn~=Q~~~

By Q c Ic,we mean that Iv(x)

--, q?(x).

For the proof of 1.1 we need two further lemmas:
Lemma 1.4 (B.H. Neumann). Let Hi denote abelian groups. If H,+a,
c
Uy=, Hi + ai and H,/(H, n Hi) is injinite for i > k, then Ho + a, c U F=1 Hi + a+
Lemma A (for sets Ai). If A0 is finite, then A0 c lJ r= i Ai ifJ
d {F,, L)(-l)‘A’ \A,n
= . .
Proof of ‘JXeorem 1.1.
boolean

combination

conjunction,

Fix M. We have to show: If +(x, y) is in M equivalent to a
of ppf, then

I& is M-equivalent

cPo(x, Y)-+QI(&

(Easy)

n Ai1 = 0.

isA

Y)V-

also Vx I,!I is. Since

to a conjunction
* ‘VQ,k

Y>,

ppf are closed

under

of formulas
Qi

PPf-

We can assume that already J/ has this form.
Let Hi = Qi(M, 0). By 1.2 the Qi(M, y ) are empty or cosets of Hi+ (Think of y as
being fixed in M.) Let H&f,
n I-&) be finite for i = 1, . . . , k and infinite for
i=k+l,...,
n (ka0). By 1.4
MkVxIL+Vx

(Q&,Y)

+

QI(x, Y)V* * -vQ,c(x,y)).

We
Lemma
A
to
the
sets
Ai=cpi(M,y)/(Hon...nH,):
apply
(p,,(M,y) rl nied qi(M, y) is empty or consists of NA cosets of H,,n * . * nH,,
where
NA = H,,n f-j HJ(H,n..
I
iczA

*OH,)

.
I
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Whence
MbVx$++

1

(-l)‘*‘NA

= 0,

ASN

where

The resulting formula depends only on the indices NA. Since pp-sentences
always true, the above proof shows:
Corollary

1.5 (Monk [14]).

MI and M2 are elementarily equivalent if

(P/$(MI) = (pI$(MJ

for all ppf JIc cp.

(Notation: (p/$(M) = (p(M) : 4(M)) modm. We assume q/+(M)
number or =m. Convention: n . CC= 03. n = ~0 (n 3 1) etc.)

Definition.

to be a natural

M is a pure submodule of N, if M c N and

Nl=cp(a) e
Examples.

are

Mkcp(a)

for all ppf cp and UEM.

M-C N, M a direct factor of N.

1.6 (Sabbagh [29]). M is an elementary substructure of N iff M is pure in
N and elementarily equivalent to N.

Corollary

Proof. Since M= N, every I-,-formula
same boolean combination of ppfs.
Corollary
hf.

is-in

M and in N-equivalent

to the

1.7. Suppose L c M c N. If L-C N and M pure in N, then M-C N.

q/$(L) G (p/$(M) 6 (p/J/(N) by pureness, whence M = L = N.

Corollary 1.8. Let K be an infinite cardinal. Denote by j&, Mi the product of the
Mi restricted to sequences with <K members #O. Then nrGI Mi< flis, Mi.
Proof. nreI Mi is the directed union of the modules niEJ Mi, IJI--cK, which are
direct factors of ni,, Mi. Whence mEI Mi is pure nie, Mi. One computes easily

Whence
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We conclude this section with the introduction of a notion which will ease some
later computations
Definition. “cpl$ <@/I,&” is the smallest transitive relation between pairs 4 c cp,
3 s (p of pp-formulas s.t. t&c $ c cp= @ 3 cpl+ s $4 and (+ + S)/$ s 6/($ n 6) s
(+++s)/+.
Clearly
Lemma

1.9.

c~/I+!I
S Cpl$ implies VI+(M) s @l&(M).

2. The stability classification
We use the results of Section 1 to determine totally transcendental
and
superstable modules by means of their pp-definable subgroups. (See [17] for
definitions.) We apply this in Sections 10 and 11.
Theorem 2.1. ((1) is due to Fisher, (2) & (3) to Macintyre and Garavaglia [9].)
(1) All modules are stable.
(2) M is totally transcendental if/ there is no infinite descending sequence of
pp-definable subgroups of M.
(3) M is superstable iff there is no infinite descending sequence of definable
subgroups of M, each of infinite index in its predecessor.
Proof. Let B be a subset of M. By S,(B) we denote the set of all complete types
over B which are realized in M, i.e. the set of all
tp(a/B) ={@(x,

b) 1bE B, Q, a formula, M!=@(a, b)}.

N is stable in A if IS,(B)\ <A for all M =N, II31s-h.
N is stable if N is stable in some infinite cardinal.
N is superstable if there is an infinite cardinal p s.t. N is stable in all A 3 I*.
N is totally transcendental if N 1 R0 is stable in K, for all countable subrings
ROc R.
For fixed M every tp(a/B) is axiomatized by
tp*(a/b) = tp+(a/B) U tp-(a/B),
where
tp’(alb)

= {cp(x, b) 1cpppf, Mb&a,

b)l

and
tp-(a/B) = {~(x,
Clearly tp- is determined
Proof of (1). By 1.3,

b) 1cpppf, Mklcp(a,
by tp+.
tp+(a/B)

WI,

contains -up

(1.1).
to equivalence - at most one
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formula cp(x, b) for every ppf cp(x, y). Whence tp+(a/B) is determined by a partial
map F:ppf -+ B” in the sense that it is axiomatized by {cp(x, F(q)) ( cpppf}. We
have
Is,(B>I~(I~I+rc,)‘“‘+“~.
Thus N is stable in every h s.t. h = h’R’+Kn.
Proof of (2). Suppose there is no infinite descending sequence of pp-definable
subgroups in M. Then every type tp+(a/B) contains a formula cp(a, b) with
minimal q(M, 0). It follows that
tp+(alB)

= {4(x> b’) 1CPU@b) = @I

b’), CCI
pd.

Therefore JS,(B)]~(B]+IR]+K,
(=number of formulas ~((x, b)).
For the converse let q+(M) be a proper descending sequence of pp-definable
subgroups of M. Choose ai E vi (M)\qi+,
P,(x)={XEb;+qi(M)I
where by = &<i q(j)a,
IS M 1 R,&%,

(M). The types
ljE”2

LEO},

are (in M) consistent and pairwisely contradictory.

Whence

al, . . 81 b2K"

if LR, contains the vi.
Proof of (3). Suppose there is no infinite descending
sequence as in (3). Then
every type tp+(u/B) contains a cp(x, b) s.t. cp(M, 0) is minimal w.r.t infinite index.
tp+(a/B) can be axiomatized by formulas 4(x, b’) s.t. $(M, 0)~ cp(M, 0). But
there is only a finite number
of nonequivalent
$(x, b’) for every ppf 4, where
$(M, 0) is of finite index in cp(M, 0). Whence

for we have (B(+IRl+&,

many choices

of cp(x, b) and then 2’R’+Hnmany choices

of

the 4(x, b’). Thus M is stable in all A z=~‘~‘+‘o.
For the converse let vi(M) be an infinite descending
sequence s.t. ‘P~+~(M) is of
infinite
index
in pi.
Choose
a!~ cpi(M), j E w, pairwisely
inequivalent
mod Cpi+l(M), i = 0, I,. . . , and define
P,(x)={$+(x-b3
where b:=&<i
superstable.

I igo),

7jEWW

u;“‘. The proof of [17; II 3.5 (5) j

(2)] shows that M is not

Corollary 2.2. (1) Let M be a pure submodule of N. Then N is totally transcendental (superstable) if M and N/M are totally transcendental (superstable).
(2) If M is totally transcendental, M” is totally transcendental.
(3) If M” is superstable, M is totally transcendental (K 28,).
Proof.

(1) First we derive two formulas:

(PWM) = ~~0’0+ M/M,

cpPPf.

(1)
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is clear. Let
qO(x)=3Y

A Ctx, YlAo9
i<n

where the ti are linear expressions in x, y. If a + M is in cp(N/M), there are mi E M
s.t. 3Y Ai<n ~(a, y) A mi holds in N. Since M is pure in N, there is 6 EM s.t.
3Yl\iCn&(b,Y)gmi
dW’0

holds in N. NOW a-b~cp(N)
=

cpl+(M). &(NIM),

and a~cp(N)+M.

4 = cp PPfs.

(2)

Look at the following isomorphisms:
cp(NIM)MNIM)

= (V(N) + MM+(N)
= cp(NM+(N)

+ M)

+ M) n cp(N)) = cp(NM+(N)

= (cp(N)I+(N))I(44N)

+ cp(M>)

+ cp(M)lllr(N)).

But
(G(N) + cp(M))M(N) = (~(M)/llr(M).
We can assume that a descending sequence of pp-definable
given by a sequence cpO=cpl 3 cp2~ - . . . (For otherwise
cPOA~lA~~

subgroups is always
we replace

cpi by

OAcPi.)

Now (2) shows, that if q+(M) or (p,(N/M) is proper descending (with infinite
indices), then also Cpi(N) is proper descending (with infinite index). Conversely, if
vi(N) is proper descending (with infinite index) Cpi(M) or q+(N/M) contains such a
subsequence.
(2 & 3) Cpi(M) is proper descending iff qi(M”) is proper descending iff qi(M”) is
proper descending with infinite indices.
Lemma 2.3. If N is superstable
totally transcendental.

of N, N/M

is

cpl$(M) = q/$(N) = (p/$(M) . (pI+(N/M),
we
Whence
a
proper
descending
sequence
of
have (PI+(N/M) > 1+ cp/$(M) = 00.
pp-definable subgroups of N/M yields a descending sequence of pp-definable
Proof.

N/M

is superstable.

and M an elementary submodule

Since

subgroups of N with infinite indices.

Chapter II: Decomposition

3. Algebraically

of compact modules

compact modules

Definition. A module M is algebraically compact (we say ‘compact’) if every
homomorphism from a pure submodule N’ of a module N to M can be extended
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to a homomorphism

from N to M.

=._
T

N
pure

‘....
Y

N’+M

Notation. a pp-type is a type consisting of pp-formulas.
Theorem 3.1. For every Module M the following are equivalent:
(a) M is a direct factor in every pure extension.
(b) Every consistent pp-type p(x) over A c M, IA161RI+K0, is realized in M.
(c) Every consistent pp-type p(x’> over M is realized in M.
(d) M is compact.
Proof. (d)+(a).
diagram

Let N be a pure extension

of M. Apply the definition to the

N

M----+M
id

to obtain h: N+ M. Then
(a)+(c).
Let a’ realize
direct factor of N there
realizes p in M.
(c) -+ (b). Clear.
(b) + (d). We note first
p(x) over M is realized

N= M@Ker
h.
p in an elementary extension N of M. Since M is a
is a projection TT:N -+ M, rr r M = id,. Then r(a’)

that by 1.3, (b) implies that every consistent pp-type
in M. Let N’ be a pure submodule of N and g a

homomorphism from N’ to M. Then g is a ‘partial homomorphism’
in the following sense:

from N to M

Defbftion. A partial mapping f from N to M which preserves pp-formulas
negations of pp-formulas), i.e.
Nkcp(a)

+
(a)

M~dfbN,

is called a partial homomorphism

(and

cpPPf7 aedom f,
(isomorphism)

from N to M.

Remark 3.2. If dom f is a pure submodule of N, then f is a partial homomorphism (isomorphism) iff f is a homomorphism (isomorphism onto a pure submodule
of M).

M. Ziegler
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Now, to prove (d), let f : A + M be a maximal extension of g to a partial
homomorphism from N to M. Let b E iV be arbitrary. The pp-type
P(X) =f(tp+WA))
is consistent
Nk3x

=(&f(a))

in M. For if Q(X, f(u)),
Jn

Cpi(x,

a)

1Nbqo(b, a), UEA, cpPP)
i C n are in p, then

and therefore

Mk3~

/\

Cpi(x,

f(a)).

i<n

Let

c

E

M realize p. Then f’ = f U {(b, c)} extends f. Thus b E A.

Corollary 3.3. (1) M is compact iff every partial homomorphism
be extended to a homomorphism
from N to M.
(2) (IRI +&)+-saturated
modules are compact.

from N to M can

Examples of compact modules are injective modules, finite modules, modules
with a compact topology which is compatible with the operations.
Lemma 3.4. (1) Direct summa&s of compact modules are compact.
(2) If the Mi are compact and cf K > IRI +X0,
then nFEI Mi is compact.
Proof. (1) As the proof of 3.1 (a)+(c).
(2) Clearly nie, Mi is compact. But a pp-type with at most lRI+H,
parameters is already defined over a direct factor ni,, Mi, lJ\< K.
Lemma 3.5 (Garavaglia
ules are compact.

[8], Zimmermann

(2) M is totally transcendental
Proof.

[34]).

(1) Totally

rranscendental

many

mod-

ifl MEi) is compact.

(1) Every pp-type over a totally transcendental

module which is closed

under conjunction is principal (see the proof of 2.1(2)).
(2) If M is totally transcendental,
then A& is totally

transcendental

(1.8,

2.2(2)), and compact.
If M is not totally transcendental, choose an infinite descending sequence vi(M)
of pp-definable subgroups and a, E pi(M)\ cpitl(M).
Then
Define
b’ E Magi by
b’ = (ao, a,, . . . 7 a,-l,o,o,o,~
p(x) =
..I.
{cp,(x - b’) 1i E w} is consistent but not realized in ME<).
Remark. A compact module which is not totally transcendental is of power at
least 2’0. (For the types constructed in the proof of 2.1(2) are pp.)
Debition.
Let A be a subset of the compact module M. H(A) is called a hull of
A in M if
(a) H(A) is a compact pure submodule of M containing A.

Modeltheory
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pure submodule
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of M and A c B c H(A),

then B =

H(A).
The following theorem

is due to Fisher (unpublished,

but see [3]).

Theorem 3.6. Let A be a subset of the compact module M. Then there is a hull
H(A) of A in M. H(A) is unique in the following sense: Let H(B) be a hull of B in
N. Then any partial isomorphism f : A --3, B from M to N can be extended to an
isomorphism from H(A) to H(B).
Notation. The theorem makes the following notation possible: We call a type of
the form p(x) =tp*(a/O) (a EM) pp-complete. Then H(a) is-up to isomorphy determined by p. We write H(a) = H(p).
Proof.

To satisfy (b), H(A)

has to be small over A in the sense of the

Definition. Let A c B be subsets of the module M. B is small over A if every
partial homomorphism f : B + N from M to N whose restriction to A is a partial
isomorphism is a partial isomorphism.
We construct small extensions

using the following characterisation.

Lemma 3.7. B is small over A iff tp+(b/A) FM tp(b/A) for every finite sequence
bE B. (See proof of 2.1 for notation.)
Proof of 3.7. Assume tp+(b/A) PM tp(b/A). Then there is -KJJ(X, u) E tp-(b/A) s.t.
p(x) = tp+(b/A) U{cp(r, a)} is consistent in M. Realize p in a compact elementary
extension N of M, by c. g = id, U((b, c)} is a partial homomorphism from M to N,
extend it to a partial homomorphism
f defined on B. f is not a partial
isomorphism - for Mkcp(b,
a), Nk ~(c, a) -but partially isomorphic on A. Thus
B is not small over A.
Assume that the condition of 3.7 is satisfied. Let f : B--WC be a partial
homomorphism from M to N which is partially isomorphic on A. Extend the
partial homomorphism f-’ 1f(A) to a partial homomorphism g from N to an
elementary extension M’ of M with dom g = C.
For all bE B we have tp+(gf(b)lA) 3 tp+(b/A) and therefore tp(gf(b)/A) =
tp(b/A). Thus gf and f are partial isomorphisms. This shows that B is small over
A.
Corollary

3.8.

A U{bl,.

. . , b,,} is small over A ifl tp+(b/A) l-M tp(b/A).

proof of existence (3.6). By 3.7 we can use Zorn’s lemma to obtain a maximal
small extension H(A) of A inside M. Property (b) is already clear: If B is a
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compact pure submodule of M lying between A and H(A),

look at the projection

n of M onto the direct factor B. rr is partially isomorphic on A and therefore
H(A). This is only possible if H(A) = B.
That H(A)
M-consistent

on

is a compact pure submodule of M is the same as to say that every
pp-type p(x) over H(A) is realized by an element of H(A).

given. Choose a maximal pp-type q over H(A)

Let p be

which extends p and is consistent

in M. Let bc M be a realization of 4. By maximality 4 FM tp(b/H(A)), thus
H(A) U(b) is small over H(A) and therefore small over A. We conclude that
bE H(A).
Since we can do the above construction inside a hull of A, we can conclude,
that all hulls of A are small over A. The arguments we gave up to now prove the
following
Corollary 3.10. B is a hull of A in M ifl B is a maximal
ifl B is small over A, compact and pure in M.

small extension of A in M

Proof of uniqueness (3.6). Let H(B) a hull of B in N and f :A++ B a partial
isomorphism from M to N. Since H(B) is pure in N, f is also a partial
isomorphism from M to H(B). Extend f to a partial homomorphism g : H(A) +
H(B) from M to H(B) (which is compact). Since H(A) is small over A, g is a
partial isomorphism. Thus since H(A) is pure and compact in M, g(H(A)) must
be pure and compact in H(B), whence g(H(A)) = H(B).
Corollary 3.11. (1) JH(A)( s (IAl + l)‘R’+Ko.
(2) If M is totally transcendental,
then IH(

<IAl +lRI+h.

Proof.

(1) We find an (II?/+&)+-saturated
N s.t. A c N, (N, a)_* -(M, a),,*
and (NI <((Al + 1) ‘R’+Ko.But H,(A) = H,(A).
(2) Choose AcN<
M, INl~lAI+JRI+H,.
Since N iscompact (3.5(l)), we find
H(A) = N.

Definition. M is a pure hull of M if:
(a) M is a pure compact extension of M.
(b) If N is a compact pure extension of M, fi
pure submodule of N.
Thus, if M is compact,
Theorem

is -over

M-isomorphic

to a

it is its own pure hull.

3.12 (Warfteld [30]).

Every module

Proof. Let K be a compact elementary
pure in M, since M is pure in K.

M has a unique pure hull %%

extension

of M. Set i@=H,(M).

M is

Model

theoryof modules

If N is a compact pure extension of M, id,
N, whence fi

is isomorphic

If N happens
submodule

Corollary
Proof.

to be another

B of a,

Corollary 3.13.
over M.
3.14

to H,(M).
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is a partial isomorphism from K to

This shows that M is a pure hull of M.

pure hull of M, N is isomorphic

to a pure

M c B. Since B is compact, B = &?.

B is the pure hull of M iff M is pure in B, B is compact and small

(Sabbagh

[31]).

fi is an elementary extension of M.

By the proof of 3.12 and 1.7.

4. Indecomposable

modules

Definition. A non-zero compact module
direct sum of two non-zero modules.
Lemma 4.1. Let U be non-zero
U = H(a) for all a E U\O. (H(A)

U is indecomposable

if U is not the

and compact. Then U is indecomposable
is defined before 3.6.)

ifl

Proof. If U = M CI3N is a nontrivial decomposition and a E M\O, then U is not
the hull of a, since M is compact and pure in U.
If a E U\O, H(a) is a nontrivial direct factor of U.
Corollary 4.2.
R-modules.

(1)

There

are at most 2iR’sxn non-isomorphic

indecomposable

(2) An indecomposable module has power at most 2’R’+xo.
(3) If U is indecomposable and totally transcendental, IUI ==IRI +K,.
Proof. (1) Every indecomposable
(2) By 3.11(l).
(3) By 3.11(2).

is of the form H(p) (see 3.6 for notation).

The following characterization of indecomposables is due to Zimmermann
Zimmermann-Huisgen.
We give a new selfcontained proof.
Theorem
4.3. A
endomorphism-ring

&

non-zero
compact module U is indecomposable
ifi its
is local, i.e. for all f EEnd(U)
1 -f or f is an automorphism

of u.
Proof. If U is a nontrivial direct sum, the two projections satisfy 1 = m1 + 7rz but
neither rTT1nor rTT2is an automorphism. Whence End(U) is not local.
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Suppose now that U is indecomposable
and fe End(U) s.t. 1 -f is not an
automorphism. We have to show that f is an automorphism. Choose a E U\O.
Then g E End(U) is an automorphism of U iff g 1 a is a partial isomorphism from
U to U. For, if g r a is partially isomorphic,

g is a partial isomorphism (U is small

over a). Then g(U) is a pure compact submodule of U and must therefore equal
U. Let f(a) = b. By our assumption 1 -f is not isomorphic on a. Whence there is a
ppf cp s.t.
UFcp(a),

W&a-b).

Let now p(x) be a pp-type which extends tp’(b), is consistent with cp(a -x) and
maximal with this property. Let c E U realize p(x) U {cp(a- x)}, it follows c # 0.
Since tp’(a) c tp’(b) c tp’(c), there is an endomorphism g of U which extends
the partial homomorphism a H c. The equation
a-g(c>=(g+l)(a-c)
together

with Ukcp(a - c) implies

Ukcp(a - g(c)). Therefore

g(c) again realizes

P(x)u{V(a-x)1.
By the maximal choice of p we have
tp+(c) = tp+(g(c)) = p.
Thus - since U = H(c) -our
then

above remark shows that g is an automorphism.

But

tp+(b) c tp+(c) = tp*(a) = tp+(b),
i.e. also f is an automorphism.
Definition. Let p(x) be a pp-complete type. We call p indecomposable
indecomposable.
(See 3.6 for notation.)
Note that every indecomposable has the form H(p).
The next theorem is a translation of 4.3 to characterize

indecomposable

if H(p) is

types.

Theorem 4.4. A pp-complete type p is indecomposable iff (x k 0) $ p and for all
pp-formulas &, & not in p there is a pp-formula cpE p s.t.
(+1ncp)+(+,n7)tip.
Example. If the set of pp-definable subgroups of M is linearly
complete types which do not contain x A 0 are indecomposable.

ordered,

pp-

Proof. Let H(p)=H(a),
where tp*(a)=p.
Assume first that p does not satisfy the above condition. If x + 0 E p, we have
H(a) = 0 and p is not indecomposable. Otherwise there are $1, &g p s.t. for all
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{a

A x + Y, h(x), h(y)} U P'(X) U P'(Y) is consistent in H(a). Choose a
realization b, c and an endomorph&m f of H(a) s.t. f(a) = b. Since H(a)k
+rCf(a)), f is not an automorphism, since H(a)k I,!J,((~-f)(a)),
1 -f is not an
automorphism. Thus End(H(a))
is not local.
Now assume that End(H(a))
is not local. We have f E End(H(a)) s.t. neither f
nor 1 - f is an automorphism. Then f 1 a and (1 - f) 1a are not partially isomorphic. Thus there are +r, I+!+&p s.t. H(u)l= +rCf(u)) and H(u) k~&((l -f)(u)).
The
equation a = f(u) + (1 -f)(u)
shows that

Then

H(a) k((k

n 49 + ($* n ~))(a)

for all cpE P.

Notation. Let I+!J(x), q(x) be a pair of pp-formulas
instead of cpE p & lJ, E p.

s.t. II, c cp. We say (p/t,!~l~
p

Corollary 4.5. Let A be u finite subset of the indecomposable type p. Then there is
cpl$ E p s.t. for all pp-formulas x, x n cpc $ if -IX E A and cp=x if x E A. Thus
kcpr\l$+/jA.
Proof.

Iterated

Corollary 4.6.
cpl~~ulx

application

of 4.4. Note: cp/$ <u/x

Let p be indecomposable

for all u/x E A.

and @I& alx E p. Then there is cpl$ E p s. t.

and &cr,ltcvc@.

The next lemma shows that there are a lot of indecomposable
Lemma 4.7.
Suppose

types.

Let 4 be an M-consistent type consisting of ppfs and negations of ppfs.

that xx& OE q and

that for all l+!rl, +J~~E q there is a cpE q s.t.

3+Incp++2n+q.
Then we can construct an M-consistent indecomposable extension p of q as
follows: Choose a maximal pp-type pt which is M-consistent with q. Set p =
P’u~~xIx~P~xPPfl.

Proof. Since q Up+ kM 1x for all ppf x$ pi, p is an M-consistent
type. We show that p satisfies the condition of 4.4.
Let $r, I,!J~# p. Then there are (p E p+, T&, . . . , l&,, E q s.t.

pp-complete
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Choose CpiE q s.t. --I& E q, where

Set cp=Cpr\+,r\. *.A+,,
and therefore

(ep). Then Mkcp~-&+--$.

Whence

Mkcpr\~,I~~-+&,

M k (cpA $1) + (cpA &) + &,. This implies (cpA $i) + (cpA

I,&) #

p.

Corollary 4.8. Suppose (PI+(M) > 1. Then there in an M-consistent indecomposable
type which contains (P/I,!I.
Proof. Take
equivalence.)

q = {lx;

0, x,!J, q} in 4.7.

(To be precise,

close q under logical

Corollary 4.5 enables us to topologize the set UR of all isomorphism types of
indecomposable
R-modules in the following manner: For every pair p/JI of
pp-formulas set
(cp/@=@JerJJR

I cp/llrwl>1~.

Theorem 4.9. The sets (cp/$) form the basis of a topology on UR. UR and all (g/+)
are quasicompact. If p is indecomposable and @l/3 E p, then the
(cp/$),

(cp/+P,Ilrc+~cPQ)

fomz a basis for the neighbourhoods
Proof.

Let U = H(p) E (~pJ$~cli)
(i = 1,2),

Ul=Cpi(%)y U~-r&(~).
f&(X,
a) E tp+(a,/a) S.t.

Thus

of H(p).

By

3.7,

the formulas 3y (Pi(y, x)

AQ(y))

there is a pair a/x E p s.t. (TA-IX
U E (4X)

c (drlr,)

@/I$ E p. Suppose that a E U realize p and

tp’(aJa)i-U

tp(uJa).

Whence

and Vy (pi(y, x) -+ l~i(y))

there

are

ppf

are in p. By 4.5

implies these formulas. We have then

(i = 1,2).

When we choose VI+ as in 4.6, we have U~(cpl$)c(u/x).
It remains to show that (cp/$) is quasicompact. Assume that no finite subset of
(q/4).
Then by compactness the theory
((cPil&Li))isI covers
{cp/~,!~>l}U{cp,/~~= 11 icI}U“R-module”
is consistent. Let M be a model of it. By 4.8 there is an M-consistent indecomposable type q containing cp/~,!~.
Since H(q) is a direct factor of an compact module
elementarily equivalent to M, one sees that H(q) is not contained in any of the
(PJrCr,), i E 1. But H(q) E Cd+).
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Corollary 4.10.

The closed subsets of OJRare the sets

U, = {H(p) ( p M-consistent,
Proof.

By 4.5 and 4.9. If {Ui}isr is closed, set M=

Corollary 4.11.
then UEUJ,.
Proof.
remark
o/x(M)
q with
module

indecomposable}.
ais

Ui.

If (p/$(M) > 1 for all pairs cpJ$ in a base 9 of neighbourhoods of U,

Let U= H(p), cp/$ E p. Choose u//xE Y with (a/x) = (cpl$). The next
implies (p/$(M) > 1. Thus p is M-consistent. We show, that (a/x) c (cpl$),
> 1 + p/$(M) > 1: By 4.9 there is an indecomposable M-consistent type
u/x~q. By assumption H(q)E (cp/$). Since H(q) is a direct factor in a
elementarily equivalent to M, P/~(M)> 1.

5. Some examples
We study indecomposable

R-modules

U in three special cases.

(1) R is commutative and for every maximal ideal ?IR is Rm - the localization at
Zm- a field or a discrete valuation ring. (Examples are Dedekind rings or von
Neumann regular rings.)
(2) (See the first remark in Section 1.) R is a Dedekind ring, U = (U, V) is an
indecomposable pair consisting of a torsionfree U and a submodule V.
(3) U is injective
The following observation is well known.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a discrete valuation ring, 2JI its maximal ideal, K its quotient
field. The indecomposable A-modules are A/m” (n 2 l), K/A, A = the completion
of A, K. These modules are pairwise non-isomorphic.
Proof. Let 5I%!
= A . p. We note first that the ‘Elementarteilersatz’
every pp-formula is equivalent to a conjunction of formulas
3ypny-p”x,

implies that

p”x~O.

(1) The given modules are compact. K and K/A are divisible, therefore injective and compact. A/%? has n + 1 pp-definable subgroups and is therefore
compact. The pp-definable subgroups of A are Ap” and 0. Thus if cpi(A, b,) 2
&AI, 4) 2 (~6, &) 2 . . . and ci E gi(A, bi), (ci) is a Cauchy sequence converging
to an element which realizes {cpi(x, bi) 1i E o}. This shows that A is compact.
(2) The given modules are indecomposable. K and K/A have the following
property: If x, y are non-zero, then there are s, r E A s.t. sx = ry # 0. This implies
that K and K/A are indecomposable.
Let k be the residue class field A/Y%? For every A-module
M[p] =
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{x E M 1px = 0) and M/PM are k-vector
Thus, if N, @A$ is a decomposition
Ni is torsionfree and must be 0.

spaces. If M is A/m”, dimk(M[p]) = 1.

of M, we have dimk(iV1[p]) = 0 (say). Then

If M = di, dimk(M/pM) = 1. Thus, if Ni @A$ is a decomposition

of M, we have

e.g. dimk(N,/piV1) = 0. Then Ni is divisible and must be 0. Thus A is indecomposable and the pure hull of A.
(3) All indecomposables occur. Let
Choose aE U\O. We write

U be

h(a) = sup(n 1p” divides a (in U)}

an indecomposable

A-module.

(‘height’)

and
Ann(a)={rEA

(‘annihilator’).

1ra=O}

If Ann(a) = Ap”+’ , we have
Ann(a) = llJz or Ann(a) = 0.

Ann(p”a) =!IX

Whence

we can

assume

that

Case 1: h(a) = n, Ann(a) = YJ2. Choose b E U s.t. p”b = a. Then Ab =A/YJ2n’1
via b H 1 +!l8”+’ and Ab is pure in U. Therefore U = Ab = A/YDnfl.
Case 2: h(a) =m, Ann(a) = 0. Then a is uniquely divisible (in U) by all
r E A \O. Ka is a well-defined submodule of U and isomorphic to K. Therefore
U=Ka=K.
Case 3: h(a) = n, Ann(a) = 0. Choose b E U s.t. p”b = a. Ab = A is then pure
in U. Whence U = H(Ab) = Ab= A.
Case 4: h(a) =a, Ann(a) = Vk By compactness there is a sequence a, = a,
p%+i = ai, in U. Let M be the submodule generated by {ai}iEo. Then M=K/A
via
ai ++ l/pit1 +A. Thus U= MsK/A.
Our proof shows that every compact non-zero A-module has an indecomposable direct factor. This follows also from the fact that every A-module has Krull
dimension.

See 7.3, 8.2.

Remark. Let R be a valuation ring, K its quotient field. A fractional ideal is an
additive subgroup of K which is closed under multiplication with elements of R.
The indecomposable
A/B=pure

R-modules

are

hull of A/B,

where B s A are fractional

ideals.

AIB and CID are isomorphic
iff A/B and C/D are isomorphic

iff A = XC, B = xD (x E K \O).

Sketch of proof. Up to logical equivalence the pp-formulas
of formulas (P~,~(x)= 3y ay A bx (a E R, b E R \aR).
The only relations between these formulas are
l- (Pa,b(X)

-+

(Pc,db(X)

(c

divides da).

q(x) are conjunction
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Using 4.4 one sees that indecomposable

types p correspond
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to pairs Q, h of

proper ideals via
P(X) = {VW,(X) t b E alu{-m,b(x)

1W a>

U{cp,,l(X) I ati ~~U~bPdo,,,,b) I a E hl.
It is easy to check that these types are just the types of the non-zero elements in
the modules A/B. These modules are clearly small over every non-zero element.
This proves the first assertion.
Let k be an immediate maximally valued extension of the valued field K. To
every fractional ideal A of K there corresponds, a fractional A = RA of I% A/B
is a pure submodule of the compact module A/B. A type which is realized in A/B
is realized in A/6 and therefore in A/B (for y + B and z + R are of the same type,
if they have the same value). But if A/B and C/D realize a common non-zero
type, they are isomorphic. This proves the second assertion.
Note, that - using 5.4 - we have also determined the indecomposables for all
commutative rings R where all localizations at maximal ideals are valuation rings
(e.g. for Priifer rings).
A local-global
general rings.

principle

(5.4) allows us to transfer the result of 5.1 to more

Theorem 5.2. Let R be a commutative ring for which all the Eocalizations RI, at
maximal ideals are fields or discrete valuation rings.
The indecomposable R-modules are Rm if RIozis a field, and R&R&W’
(n 2 l),
Quot(R&/R,,
I& Quot(R&
if Rm is a discrete valuation ring, where $I is any
maximal ideal (all modules are viewed as R-modules.)
Examples

are:

Dedekind

rings, e.g. 7. The indecomposable

abelian groups are Z(p”) = cyclic

group of order p” (n 3 l), Z(p”) = the Pruefer group, Z, = the p-adic integers and
(lJ, (p a prime number).
Regular von Neumann rings (commutative, x2 divides x). Here all localizations
Rm= R/m are fields. Thus e.g. if R is a boolan ring the indecomposable
R-modules are Z(2) with R-module structure coming from a ring homomorphism R + Z(2). Thus the indecomposables correspond to the ultrafilters.
Proof. The given modules are indecomposable
as Rm-modules. That they are
also indecomposable as R-modules is a general fact: Let S be a multiplicative
subset of the commutative ring R. An SIR-module
is then nothing else than an
R-module
with unique division by elements of S. (See Bourbaki,
‘Algebre
commutative’). This is reflected by the trivial fact that we can translate every
I&lR pp-formula into an equivalent pp-formula of LR (multiply the coefficients
by elements of S). Therefore the following lemma is easy to prove:

M.
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5.3. Let S be multiplicative subset of the commutative ring R, M, N be

S’R-modules
(1) M=N

and RM, RN the same modules regarded as R-modules.

Then

iflRMGRN.

(2) M is compact

(injective,

indecomposable)

ifi RM is compact

(injective,

indecomposable).
(3) M is small over the subset A if RM is small over A.
(4) N is a pure submodule (direct factor, pure hull) of M ifl RN is a pure
submodule
(direct factor, pure hull) of RM.
That the modules
from

given in 5.2 are the only indecomposable

R-modules

follows

5.1 and the next theorem.

Theorem 5.4. Let R be a commutative
ring. Then every indecomposable
is an Rm-module
for some maximal ideal %‘.
Proof. Since R is commutative,
domorphism
of every R-module.
ble U is local (4.3). Thus

multiplication
by an element
of R is an enBut the endomorphism
ring of an indecomposa-

m = {r E R 1x H rx is not an automorphism
is a maximal

of v)

ideal of R and U is an Rm-module.

We add another
tational

R-module

application

of localization.

First we note the following

compu-

fact:

Lemma 5.5. Let S be a multiplicative
subset of the commutative
S-module and q(x) a pp-formula of LR. Then
p(S-‘M)

ring R, M an

= S-‘(&W),

and therefore
FE (p(S-‘M)

ifl

sa E q(M)

for some s E S.

Theorem
5.6 (Garavaglia).
Let M be an R-module, R commutative.
@m Mm, where 9X ranges over all maximal ideals of R.
Proof.

It is well known

=rJ

that IN\ = b

Then MS

)Nm( mod 00. Now by 5.5

=n
!m

Mm> .

Next we treat ‘indecomposable
pairs’. First note that most of our general
holds for more general structures:

theory
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Let L be any language containing 0, +, -. An additive L-structure ‘3 is an
L-structure which is an abelian group (w.r.t. 0, +, -) and where
f” : A” --, A is a homomorphism cf an n-place function symbol, in L),
R” c A” is a subgroup (R an n-place relation symbol in L).
pp-formulas are of the form 3x(p where cp is a conjunction of atomic formulas.
It is now clear how to define “pure, compact, indecomposable, small, pure hull,
etc.” for additive structures.
R-modules are additive I&-structures which satisfy r(sx) = (rs)x and rx +sx =
(r + s)x and lx = x.
Now let R be a ring and L = LR U(P), P a unary predicate. A pair (U, V)
where V is a submodule of the R-module U, is a special additive L-structure.
Theorem 5.7. Let R be a Dedekind ring and V a submodule of the torsion-free
R-module U. The pair (U, V) is indecomposable ifi it is of the form (Quot(R), 0),
(Qc;t(R), Quot(R)), (I&, I?* *‘$Y), (l&, 0) or (Quot(I&), I&,>, ‘@ a prime ideal,
n-Proof. By 5.4 (generalized version) we can assume that R is a discrete valuation
ring. Let Rp be the maximal ideal, K the quotient field of R and k the quotient
field of I?.
since U is
The pairs (K O), UC K), (R tip?,
(R 0) are indecomposable
indecomposable as an R-module and V is a pp-definable submodule.
Assume (2, I?) = ( U1, VI> 63 (U,, V,), a non&trivial decomposition. Then - since
I? and k/i? = K/R are indecomposable - we have e.g. VI = 0 and V, = U,. But
then k cannot be the divisible hull of 8.
It remains to show that (2, I?) is compact. An adaptation of the Elementarteilersatz yields that-for
all pairs of R-modules-every
ppf cp(x,, . . . , x,,,) is
equivalent to a ppf
OAQQ,(x)r\* . *r\OG Q,(x>A~~~, . . . , ybr zl,.

. . , zc

(P”~YI G R,(x)

A

p”bybG Rb (x)
* . + sl,byb + pm’Zl = s,(X)

~~l,lYl+~

ASc,,Yl+Ah,lYl+*.

Ab,lYl+-

.

mod P

*+ S,,byb+ p”=Z, = s,(X) mod P
*+

tl,b,+, = T,(X) mod P

* ’ + td,byb= Td (X) mod P)

where Qi, Ri, Si, Ti are R-linear combinations of the X, q, mi 20 and Si,i,ti,jE R.
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Since in the case of (2, R) the yi, zi exist uniquely, the pp-definable
of (k, G) are the fia (a E I?). The completeness
the compactness of (i?, R).
Finally we show that all indecomposable

torsionfree

this we note that by the above Elementarteilersatz
(U, V) - U torsionfree -is pure iff for all p”

w n fu = pnw,

subgroups

of the valued field g entails now
pairs are in our list. For
a substructure

(W, X)

of

wn(v+p”u)=x+fw

and W, X are R-submodules.
One sees that (fi, fip”), (R, 0), (k, 2) are the pure hulls of (R, Rp”), (R, 0)
resp. (K, R).
Let (U, V) be indecomposable, V a submodule of the torsionfree U. Then U/V
is compact and, by the proof of 5.1, U/V is zero or contains a direct factor of the
form R/Rp” (n 2 l), &, K or K/R.
Case 1: U/V = 0. Then U = V is indecomposable
and (U, V) = (K, K) or
= (R, R).
Case 2: U/V has a direct factor R/Rp” (n b 1). Let a + V correspond to
1-t Rp”. Then p”a is divisible by pk iff k divides m and p”a is divisible by pk
mod V iff k divides m mod 11. Therefore (Ra, Rp”a) = (Ra, Vfl Ra) is a pure
substructure of (U, V). Thus (U, V) is the pure hull of (Ra, Rp”a) = (R, Rp”) and
(U, V) = (R, tip”).
Case 3: U/V has a direct factor fi. Let a + V correspond to 1 E R. Then p”a is
divisible by pk mod V iff k divides m. Therefore (Ra, 0) = (Ra, V n Ra) = (R, 0) is
pure in (U, V) and (U, V) = (fi, 0).
Case 4: U/V has a direct factor K. Let a + V correspond to 1 E K. For every n
there is v E V s.t. a + v is divisible by p”. By compactness there is a v E V s.t.
b = a + v is divisible by all p”. Then (Kb, 0) = (Kb, VnKb) =(K, 0) is pure in
(U, V) and
Case 5:
Case 4 one
pure in (U,

(U, V>=(K,O).
U/V has a direct factor K/R. Let a + V correspond to 1 + R. As in
can assume that a is divisible by all p”. then (Ka, V n Ka) = (K, R) is
V) and (U, V) = (K, R).

Remark. A theorem similar to 5.7 is true for Priiferrings.
Now we turn to injechve modules. Let
cp(x,, . . . ,x)=3y,-.

. Y, ibk ri,lYl + ri,2Y2+ . * . = si,~x~ +. . . + x,x,

be a pp-formula. If M is injective and a~ M, then cp(a) holds in M iff q(a) holds
in some extension of M. But the existence of an extension in which q(a) is true is
for all modules M equivalent to the condition
:

tjhlal + *. .+sj$J=o,
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whenever
C tjq,1=C?jrj,2=
j

Thus,

if we define (in the case
a,=

(tjER).

’ =O

i

&Si,,
( i

1) the left ideal

crjrj,l=*.*
I i

we have for injective
Mkcp(a)

y1 =

iff

= c tjqm = a} )
i

M
‘%*a =O.

Since every left ideal %?Iis the annihilator of some element of a suitable injective
module (of 1 +% in the injective hull of R/a) we have
‘?I, = {r E R ) for all injective

M, Ml= cp(x) -+ m A 0).

This helps to see that the following lemma is true.
Lemma 5.8 (see [5]). (1) For every pp-formula q(x) there is an unique left ideal
I?& s.t. Mkcp(a) ifl ‘%,a = 0 in all injective M. The left ideals ??I, are just the
pp-definable subgroups of the right R-module RR.
S!l,+,=i?&,n%,.
(2) %nti =!?&+%,,
(3) The pp-complete types realized in injective modules are in l-l correspondence with the left ideals of R via
p(x) H “Ann(x)”

= {r E R ( rx A 0 E p}

and

Corollary 5.9 (Garavaglia).
totally transcendental.

If R is left noetherian,

every injective R-module

is

In the next theorem, which is essentially due to Matlis [13] (see also [32]), we
determine all injective indecomposable modules. We refer the reader to [lS].
Notation. We write H(a) for H(p=), where px is the pp-complete
corresponds to the left ideal ‘K

type which

Theorem
5.10. (1) H(z) is indecomposable ifi % is irreducible, i.e. 5?I# R and
%?I
C+‘B, I?Is G implies B s ‘B n 6 for all left ideals !I?, 65.
(2) Let %, B be irreducible. Then HUH
ifi % and ‘8 have a common
quotient, i.e. (% : r) = (58 : s) for some r# M, s# !I3.
Proof.
have

(1) Let %?I be irreducible.
If G1, I,$* are
a,,,, St $?I. Since
VI g (%+ &,,) n(?I+-t+J,

pp-formulas not in p, we
there
are
ri E %
s.t.
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(Rr,+~,,)n(Rr,+~,)Q-~.

Set cp(x)=r,x~OArr,x~O.

By 4.4, pa is indecomposable.
Let now pnr be indecomposable.
ri E’& \‘?I, and set &(x) = riX~0.
formula cpE pnr s.t.

Then

Clearly %?I# R. Assume ‘?I $ ‘%Ji, $?l$ !&. Pick
Since

pa is indecomposable

Therefore ?!I $ %i n !&, which shows that ‘3 is irreducible.
(2) Note. If M is injective, N is a pure compact submodule
direct factor of M iff N is an injective submodule of M.

there

is a pp-

of M iff N is a

This shows that the hull (in M) of a submodule N of M is the injective hull of
N. Therefore a submodule L of M is small over N iff every non-zero submodule
of L has non-zero intersection with N. (See e.g. [IS]).
To prove 5.10.2, let a E H(%?I), Ann(u) = $?I and b E H(B), Ann(b) = E?. Assume
that 8 and %!3have the common quotient (?I : r) = (f8: s). Since r&a, we have
ra # 0 and therefore H(‘%) = H(m) = H(Ann(ra)) = H(%?I: r). Since also H(V3) =
H(93 : s), we conclude H(%) = H(a).
For the converse assume U = H(%) = H(B).
Since U is small over Ra,
RbnRafO.
Let ra=sb#O.
Then (YI:r)=Ann(ra)=(%3:s).
Remark. M is called absolutely pure if it is pure in every extension. This is the
same as to say that, for all ppf cp, M k cp(a> iff u satisfy the set of equations given
before 5.8. It is easy to see that M is absolutely pure iff the pure hull of M is
injective. A pure submodule of an absolutely pure module is again absolute pure.
If R is left coherent (e.g. left noetherian) absolute purity is elementarily expressible [5].
Example. Let R be a boolean ring. Since all Rw are fields, all Mm are absolutely
pure. Therefore all R-modules are absolutely pure (see Bourbaki [2]).
If R is atomless (= no principal prime ideals), the injective hull (= the pure hull)
of R has no indecomposable factors. For: if a E R\O, we have ra E R\O for some
r E R. And if H(a) were an indecomposable factor of R, ra would realize an
indecomposable type in R. But this is impossible.
Corobuy 5.11 [13]. Let R be a noetherian commutative ring.
(1) The injective indecomposable
R-modules
are in l-l
correspondence
with
the prime ideals SJ3via ‘$3-H(@).
(2) If ‘?I is irreducible, {a \3b$ Vlab E %} = ‘$3 is the unique prime ideal !J3 s. t.
H(‘W =

H(@).

Proof. Clearly prime ideals are irreducible. Since
H(V) = H(a) =$ $3 = ia for prime ideals ‘$ and 0

(@: r) =Q

(r#‘$),

we have
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If r, s $ ‘3, choose t E ($?I+ Rr) tl (%?I
+ Rs) \%. Then

@I:r)+(%:s)c(%:t).
This shows that there is a largest quotient (‘$?I: t) (R is noetherian), which must
be {I 1 3s$‘i?l rs E a}. This description gives immediately the primeness off (%?I: t).
Note. It is well known, that a maximal quotient (a: r), r$%, is prime. Irreducible
ideals are primary. We constructed the associated prime ideal.
6. The Krull-Remak-Schmidt

theorem

We are going to prove:
Theorem 6.1. Every compact
factors) decomposition

module

M has a unique (up to isomorphism

of the

M=@Ui@E
icI

where the Vi are indecomposable

and E has no indecomposable

direct factors.

The theorem is essentially due to Fisher (unpublished). Our uniqueness proof
covers also the case of the Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya
theorem which states
the uniqueness of the representation of a module as a direct sum of modules with
local endomorphism ring.
The existence is easy to prove: Let (Ui)i~l be a family of indecomposable
submodules of M, s.t. the sum Citl Vi is direct and pure in M, and maximal with
this property. Then

is a direct summand in
M=H

cUi
( ieI

)

@E.

Because of the maximality of (U,), E has no indecomposable factor.
For the uniqueness proof we develop dimension theory in modules. Let us drop
the assumption that M is compact.
We define a dependence relation on the set of direct factors of M as follows: K
depends on lF (IF a set of direct factors) if there is a finite subset IF,, of [F s.t. no
decomposition M = K @K’, U F, c K’ exists.
The following axioms are satisfied:
(D,) K depends on {K} (if Kf 0).
(DJ K depends on lF iff K depends on a finite subset of [F.
(DJ If K depends on [FU(L) but not on 5, then L depends on FU{K}.
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Proof of (D2). Suppose that K does not depend on IF, I. not on iF U {K} and let
FO be a finite subset of lF. Then there are decompositions M = K @K’ = L @L’
where U [FOcK’ and {K}UUIFO~L’.
Since KcL’,
we have M=K@L@
(K’nL’).
This shows that K does not depend on IFU(L).
The next lemma show that, if we restrict ourself to factors
domorphism

ring, also a weak transitivity

with local en-

axiom holds.

Lemma 6.2. Let Ui, U, L, IF be direct factors of M, End(Ui) local. Assume that (a)
{L} U { Ui}ier is independent, (b) every Ui which is isomorphic to a direct factor of U
depends on {L} lJ[F, (c) U depends on {L} U{ Ui}iE~
Then U depends on {I-.} U[F. (IF is independent if no UE F depends on ff \{ U}.)
Proof. We can assume that I = (1, . . . , n} and IF is finite. If U does not depend on
{L}U[F,wewriteM=U~K,{L}UUIFcK.Letg:M~Uandf:M~Kbethe
corresponding projections.
We will use the following general fact: M = U’ @3K iff g induces an isomorphism from U’ to U. Since {L, U1, . . . , U,,} is independent, we have (cf. the proof of
(D2) above)
M=L@U,@---@U,,@M’.
Let r : M + U, be the second projection. Since End(U,) is local and &J+ g) 1
U, = id 1 U1 there are two cases:
Case 1: rg r U1 is an automorphism of U1. Then r induces an isomorphism
from g(U,) to U1. Whence
M=L@g(U,)@U,@..-@M’.
Set B=LCBU,C3*
. . @M’.
Then
U = g(U,) G3 U n B and g induces an
isomorphism from U1 @ U cl B to U. Therefore M = U, 63 U n B CI3K.
We have: U, is isomorphic to a direct factor of U, U1 does not depend on
{L} UF. Thus Case 1 cannot occur.
Case 2: mf 1 U, is an automorphism

of U1. As above we conclude that

M=L@f(U,)@U2@...@M’
and f r U, : U1 + f( U,) is an isomorphism.
arrive at

Proceeding

M=L~f(U,)~f(U*)~...~M’
and isomorphisms
K=f(U,)@.

f r Vi : Ui -+ f( Ui). We have
-~a3f(U”)e3(Le3M’)nK

and f induces an isomorphism
rJ,@*

from

* -cT3U,@((LglM’)r-lK

in this manner, we finally
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modules

to K. Therefore

.@u,@(L63M’)nK.

M=U@I/,@..
This contradicts

the assumption that U depends on {L}U{Ui}itr.

If we restrict

our dependence

relation

endomorphism ring we have by 6.2
(D3) If {Ui}ieI is independent, all
U depends on IF.
The axioms D,-D, are enough to
independent set) and that all basis’

to direct

factors

of M with local

(take L = 0):
U depend on [F, U depends on {Ui}icr, then
conclude that a basis exists (that is a maximal
have the same cardinality: the dimension of

the dependence structure.
Let U be a module with local endomorphism ring (e.g. an indecomposable). We
define U-dim(M)
to be the dimension of the dependence structure whose
underlying set is the set of all direct factors of M isomorphic to U.
We are now in a position to prove the classical K-R-S-A
theorem. It is enough
to show that, if the End(U,),
U-dim
Thus,

let

(

@ U
isI

)

End(U)

are local,

= I{i E 11 tJ = U}(.

U be a direct

factor

of eitl

Vi. Since

U depends

on {Ui}ier,

if

CieI, Ui n U# 0 (I0 finite), U depends on { U}isr. By 6.2, U depends on {U 1 I!J s
U} = IF. Therefore [F is an U-basis of eisz Ui.
To prove 6.1 we will prove that for indecomposable U
U-dim(M)

= I{i E 11 U, = U}(.

where M is compact and decomposed as in 6.1.
Here the above argument does not work, because a non-zero direct factor of M
has not to intersect non-trivially with eieI
our dimension theory a little further:

Ui. But for compact M we can develop

Definition. Let A, B two subsets of the compact module M. A
independent if the following equivalent conditions are satisfied:
(a) There is a decomposition K = K @ L, A c K, B c L.

and B

are

(b) For all pp-formulas cp(x,y), UEA, ZJEB Mkcp(a, b)$ Ml=cp(O, b) (and
therefore also M k cp(a, 0)).
(c) There is a partial homomorphism f from M to N s.t. f r A = 0, f 1 B
partially isomorphic.
By (a, b) our two notions of dependence

agree for direct factors of M:

Corollary 6.3. Let U, F be direct factors of M. Then U depends on IF iff U and C IF
are dependent (in the sense of the last definition).
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Proof (equivalence of (a), (b), (c)). (a) + (b) Let T : M + I. be the second projection. If Mkg(a, b), we have M!=cp(~(a), r(b)).
(b) + (c) If (b) holds, idB UOA is a partial homomorphism.
(c) + (a) follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let A, B independent (in the sense of (c)), B’ small over B. Then
(1) A and B’ are independent.
(2) If H(A), H(B) are hulls of A, B in M, then M =H(A) @H(B)@M’.
Proof. (1) If f r A = 0 and f 1 B is partially isomorphic,
extend f to a
homomorphism g defined on M. Then g is partially isomorphic on B’.
(2) If f r A = 0, f 1 B is partially isomorphic, then we extend f-’ If(B) to a
homomorphism g from N to M. Then idA U OB is a partial homomorphism from
M to M, since it is extended by 1- gf. This shows that we can apply 1 twice to
conclude that H(A) and H(B) are independent. And furthermore that then
id,,*, U OHcB) is partially homomorphic. Let h : M * H(A) extend this partial
homomorphism. Then M = H(A) 63 ker h. But H(B) is a direct factor of ker h.
Corollary 6.5. (1) L @ K= L CDi? (recall that denotes the pure hull.)
(2) B’ is small over its subset B iHA, B independent j A, B’ independent for all
ACM.
Proof. (1) Let M = L @ K. Then M = H(L) @H(K) CI3M’. Since M is small over
L@K,
M’=O.
(2) Let the condition of (2) be satisfied. Write M = A @H(B).
Since A, B’ are
independent, we have M = A @B”, B’ c B”. The canonical isomorphism H(B) =
M/A = B” fixes B. Whence

B” is small over B as H(B)

is.

We return to the proof of 6.1. Let M be decomposed as in 6.1 and U
indecomposable. We want to show that F = { Ui 1Vi = U} is a U-basis of M. This
implies then that I{i E 11 Vi =_ U}l equals U-dim(M)

and is therefore

independent

of the particular decomposition of M. Thus “the Vi are uniquely determined.”
That F is independent is clear.
Let U be a direct factor of M. U and eisl Ui + E are dependent. Whence, by
6.3, U depends on {E}U{Ui}i,,.
Suppose that {u)U{ Ui}ier is independent. Then,
by 6.2, it is impossible that E depends on {v) U{Ui}icP Whence U depends on
and therefore- by 6.2-on
iF. Thus IF is a U-basis.
{UilisI
Finally we show that E is uniquely determined up to isomorphism. Assume
M=

& U;@E’.
ieI

By 6.2, E cannot depend on {U{}i,,.
M=@

By 6.3 and 6.4,

U;@E@K.
ifI

We conclude E’ = E d3 K and similarly E = E’ @ L. E = E’ by the next lemma.
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6.6 (Fisher).

Lemma

Let E be compact

and E = E @K CBL. Then E = E 43 K.

Proof.

Let E =E,,@ MO, where E,zE
and M,=K@L.
We can proceed: 6 =
KCBL,
i=O,1,2
,....
Since all MO@
where
e+,
=E
and
Mi+l
=
Ei+i @M+i,
M1 @. . . @ Mi are direct factors in E, @iEW Mi is pure in E. Therefore E =
But

mi@M’-

therefore a-by6.5(l)

This implies E z E 63 K.
Remark
also

6.7.

(k = 1,2)

If Mk = mCBEk

is a decomposition

as in 6.1, i.e. E, @E2

are decompositions

has no indecomposable

as in 6.1. Then

factors.

Proof. Set M = El CI3E2 and let U be an indecomposable factor of M. By 6.2, E,
does not depend on U and again, by 6.2, E2 does not depend on {E,, U} (for E2
does not depend on E,). Whence {E,, E,, U} is independent. This is impossible.
In general one cannot expect a compact module to be the pure hull of a direct
sum of indecomposables. But up to elementary equivalence this is true:
Delhition.
M is weakly saturated
realized in M.
Theorem

6.8.

Let M be weakly

MS@

if every M-consistent

saturated

and compact.

type p&r, . . . , x,J is

If

Ui@E
it1

is a decomposition
Proof.

as in 6.1, then M and

For P a cardinal and p an indecomposable
n,(x)=

u P(x,)U{4+,

i-C*
+

By 6.4, p,(x)

do,

x,,,

equivalent.

type we define

. . . >xi,)

. . . , x)

1cpppf, il, . . . , i,, <p

all different.}

is realized in the compact module N iff

U-dim(N) 2 F,
Thus

@isI Vi are elementarily

U-dim(M

where U = H(p).

iff p,,(x)

is M-consistent,

and we can conclude

that for
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compact N
N3 M +

U-dim(N) s U-dim(M)

mod ~0.

6.8 follows from 1.5 and

To prove (*) assume that q/$(E) > 1. By 4.8, ~II+!Iis contained in an E-consistent
indecomposable type. Thus there is a compact N = E and an indecomposable U
s.t. q/J/(U) > 1 and U-dim(N) > 0. Now Q
@ N = M and therefore
U-dim

mod ~0.

This implies
U-dim
Corollary 6.9.
posables.

and

Every module is elementarily equivalent to a direct sum of indecom-

Corollary 6.10. Two weakly saturated and compact modules M, N are elementarily
equivalent ifl U-dim(M) = U-dim(N) mod 00 for all indecomposable U.
If we define I&M) to be the largest n E (0, 1, . . . , m} s.t. p,,(x) is M-consistent
(U = H(p) indecomposable), we have by 6.10 for any M, N
M =N
The elementary

iff

I,(M)

invariants

= &(N)

for all indecomposable

&,(. * -) contain

less redundancy

qo/JI(.* -) (see next page). In the case of abelian
Szmielew-invariants
(see 9.6).
We give now an alternative

description

U.
than the invariants

groups the &, are just the

of the Iu(* . .):

Definftion. For every module M and every indecomposable

U define

Iv(M) = min{“*L’“‘log(cp/~(M)) / I,!Jc cpppf}.
(By convention

‘log(. . -) = “‘log(m) = 00 and “log(l) =“log(p)

= 0 (a > 1, 6 cm).)

Theorem 6.11. (1) MEN
ifl &,(M) = I&V) for all indecomposable
(2) If M is weakly saturated and compact, U-dim(M) = I&M).
Proof. (1) follows from (2) and 6.8.
(2) follows from the following two claims.
saturated and compact.
Claim 1. U-dim(M) <I&M).

We

assume

U.

M to be weakly
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Proof. For

all ppfs

“*‘“‘log((p/+(M))

+c

cp we have

q/$(M)>

(~J/$(U))~-~~‘~’

and therefore

2 U-dim(M).

Claim 2. n <I,(M)

3

n < U-dim(M).

Proof. Choose p s.t. U = H(p). There are two cases.
Case 1: U @ U= U. 0 <I,(M)
implies that ~/I/J(M)> 1 for all cpl$ E p. By 4.5,
p is M-consistent. Thus U-dim(M) > 0 and therefore M = M @ U”’ for all m. We
have U-dim(M) = 00.
Case 2: U@ Uf U. We can assume that p contains a pair Cp/&s.t. @//i(U) <co.
We prove Claim 2 by induction on n. Assume n < Iu(M). By induction we have
M = W @N. Let ~14 E p be arbitrary. We show that q/$(N) > 1. By 4.5, we can
assume that cp/$<~p/$. Then p/1+5(U) = m is finite. Now m’~‘“‘~cp/$(M)
=
Thus p,,+i is M consistent and we have
rn*. q/$(N). This implies cp/$(N)>l.
n + 1 s U-dim(M).
Corollary
4.9).

6.12.

Let {((p/4) ( (p/4 E 9’} be a basis for the neighbourhoods

I,(M)

= min{“‘*~“‘log(ql~(M))

1q/4 E 9’).

Proof. This follows from the above proof of 6.11 and 4.11.
know is, that
(*)

of U (cf.

Then

U G3 U+ U *

q/$,(U)

All that we have to

finite for some cpl+ E X

Proof of (*). Let cpoo/~,,(U) be finite and >l. There is cp/~+!~e.Zf’
s.t. (cp/$) is
contained in (cpO/&,).We claim that (p/$(U) is finite. If not, there is an elementary
extension N = U@ M of U s.t. the index of 4(N) in q(N) is -say- larger than
1UI. It follows that p/$(M)>
1. But then &&,(M)>
1 by 4.11 (proof). This
contradicts the finiteness of cpOl&,(U) = (p,,/&,(N).
Note that for (*) we used only that Y is a basis for the neighbourhoods of U in
uV
Corollary 6.13. If {((p/4) 1cpllJ/~9’) is a basis of UR, M and N are elementarily
equivalent iff (P/~(M) = q/$(N) for all cpl+~.Y.
Proof.

By 6.11.1

and 6.12.

Remark. Look at the topological space U R defined in 4.9. First we note that the
closed subsets IulLl (see 4.10) can be described as {U ) I,(M)>O}.
Now let (mU)UEIURbe a family of numbers 0, 1, . . _, ~0. Define OJ, to be the set
of all U s.t. m,>O.
Then there is a module M s.t. I,(M)=
m, (UGU”)
ifl
- to, whenever U is in the closure of UJ, \{ U} or when U @ Us UE(~,.
$oif.
Note that &,(U) = 00, if U @ U= U, and = 1 otherwise. Take eiGI w for
M.)
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We conclude this section by an explicit description
Theorem

6.14.

If JRI+K,<cf

of saturated modules.

Let (Ui)icl be a family of indecomposables

K, K S

A,

s.t.

then nysI Ui is A-saturated and elementarily equivalent to

M.
Proof. M=nysI Ui follows from 1.8, 6.8, 6.11. Let p be a type with parameters
from A c nicI Ui, IA) < h, which is realized in an elementary extension iV of
nFel Ui, say by b. Choose IOc 1, s.t.

Acfi

and

u,=K=M

icIo

By 3.4, K is compact. We write N=KCBL
and b=a+c,
agK,
CEL. Let
T+!JE tp-(c). By 4.7 there is an L-consistent indecomposable q containing tp’(c> U
{-N/J}. Since IHCqj(L) > 0, IHc4,(M) = 00. Thus for A-many i E I\&,, Ui = H(q). This
shows that we can choose a sequence d E n~sI\IOVi s.t. for every l+ E tp-(c) there
is an i E I\&, s.t. 4 satisfies 14 and all 4 realize tp’(c>. Whence tp*(d) = tp*(c>.
It follows that tp*(b/A) = tp*(a + d/A). a + d realizes p inside nFGE,Ui.
Corollary 6.15. If h ‘R’+Kn= A then every infinite module is elementarily equivalent
to a saturated module of poker h, which is of the form
(IRI+K,)+

II

ui2

Vi indecomposable.

isI

Remarks. (1) A special case of 6.1 is: Every injective module has a unique
decomposition
into a direct sum of a module without indecomposable
direct
factors and of the injective hull of a direct sum of indecomposable injectives.
(2) Let M be as in 6.1 and Jc I. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) If M=mviF,
Vi=&
F=E,
then w==.
(b) If j EJ and there is a non-zero homomorphism from Uj to UiZthen i E J.

7. Modulesof bounded width
In this section we give a sufficient condition
pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables.
is - in a sense - also necessary.
Definition.

on a compact module to be the
For countable R this condition

Let M be a module. We define w&q/$) -the

width -for

every pair

Model theory of modules
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by recursion on the ordinal CY.

w&(P/$) = 0

ifi

$04)

= p(M),

%l((PI~) = o

iff

w~(~J/+)$cx

w,(cpl4) = cz

iff

wIM(q/$) # CYfor all ordinals CY.

andfor

all $cxic’p

(i=1,2)

wIM(xlIxl I-JxJ <a or wIM(xz/xl n xJ <o (o > O),
M is of bounded width if wIM(x= x/x = 0) (00.
Note that w~((PII,!J)s 1 iff the set of all pp-definable subgroups of M between
I/J(M) and q(M) is linearly ordered by inclusion. (Added in proof: M. Prest has a
nicer definition of width.)
We will prove
(1) If M has bounded width, then every compact module elementarily equivalent to M is the pure hull of direct sum of indecomposables.
(2) If R is countable, then the converse it true: If every compact module
elementarily equivalent to M is the pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables,
then M is of bounded width.

Theorem 7.1.

Problem.
7.1(l)

Is 7.1(2)

true for arbitrary R?

is a generalization

of a theorem of Garavaglia:

Definition (Garavaglia). M has elementary Krull dimension (we say Krull dimension), if there is no dense chain of pp-definable subgroups of M.
By 2.1 superstable

modules

have Krull dimension.

By 5.8 all injective

R-

modules have Krull dimension iff R has Krull dimension as a right R-module.
Lemma 7.2. Every module with Krull dimension is of bounded width.
Proof. If w,(cpl$) = ~0, we find xi, x2 between 4 and cp s.t. W~(xi/(x1 fl x2)) = ~0
(i = 1,2). By 7.4(2) below w~((P/x~) = w&i/$)
= ~0. If we continue in this way,
we construct a dense chain of definable subgroups between r,!r(M) and p(M).
Corollary 7.3 (Garavaglia). (1) Every compact module with Krull dimension is the
pure hull of direct sum of indecomposables.
(2) Every totally transcendental module is the direct sum of indecomposables.

7.3(2) follows from 7.3(l),

since every totally transcendental module is compact. We give an independent proof of 7.3 at the end of this section. By 5.9 we
have as a corollary a theorem of Matlis [13]: If R is left noetherian, every
injective R-module is the direct sum of indecomposables.
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Examples. (1) If R is an valuation ring, w&x = x/x = 0) ~2 for every M. This
follows from our description of all pp-formulas in Section 5. Thus every compact
module over a valuation ring is the pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables.
(2) From

5.8(l)

and 7.1

follows:

If RR is of bounded

width, all injective

modules are the injective hull of a direct sum of indecomposable injectives. If R is
countable, the converse is true. (All injectives are the injective hull of a direct
sum of indecomposables iff every left ideal of R has an irreducible quotient.)
(3) If R is an atomless boolean ring, RR has unbounded width. Indeed, in the
example preceding 5.11 we showed that E has no indecomposable factors.
We start our proof of 7.1 with some observations
be completed after 7.7.)
Lemma 7.4.
WM”(. . .).
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(1) M=N

implies

on w,. (The proof of 7.1 will

wIM(** .> = wN(- . e). We have also

w&e . *)=

cp/+!~<@/$(in the sense of 1.9) implies wIM((p/$)~ wIM((p/&.
Suppose that + = (+ c cp. Then w&(p/$) G wIM((p/(+)
+ wIM(o/~).
w&(p/$) depends only on p(M), G(M) and M.
WN(’ . ->=sw&f(- * -), if N is a pure submodule of M.

Proof. (1) and (4)
w&(p/+) depends
subgroups between
We prove (3) by
and @=w,(q/a).
e.g.
h-Ax1

follow by an easy induction on W&D - -). Also it is clear that
only on the isomorphism type of the lattice of definable
$(M) and p(M). Therefore 2 is true (again by induction).
induction on a! = W&CT/+): the case (Y= 0 is clear. So let 0 < (Y
If $cxicq
(i=1,2),
we have $cXinaca and therefore

n d/(x1

n x2 n 4)

= Y <a.

By (2) we have
wIM((xl

n (+ + x1 n x,>/(x,

n x2)) = Y.

Now x1/(x1 n u + x1 n x2) s cpla implies w&x1/(x1 n CT+ x1 n x2)) s p and by induction
w~x~/(x~

n x2)> s 13+ Y < 0 + a.

(A similar proof shows that also w~((P/$) s a! + p.)
We will not use (5), the proof is left to the reader.
Definition. Let p be a pp-complete type.
(1) A pp-formula + is large in p, if $6 p and for all 1c,c $i$ p there is a cpE p
s.t. G=(P and (~1n~)+(~2~~)~p.
(2) A complete pp-type q is associated to p via 4, if $$ p and cpE p iff cpE q for
all ppf cp which lie above +.
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Examples 7.5. (1) p is indecomposable
Proof. If

p

is

indecomposable

(&ncpo)+(&n&$p.

If

M1ncp)+(GZnn)tip.
(2) If q is indecomposable
(3) If p is M-consistent

we

iff every ppf I,!J$p is large in p.
and

set

Ic,c Gil p,

cp=cpO+$,

and associated

there
we

have

is

cp,,~ p
IJ~V

s.t.
and

to p via I+!J,then 4 is large in p.

and cp/$~p is an M-minimal

pair (i.e. I,!J(M) =x(M)

iff

4(M) c x(M) $ q(M)), then 4 is large in p.
(4) Two M-consistent
types containing the same M-minimal pair (p/$ are
associated via +.
Proof. If p is M-consistent and contains P/I/J,then x E p iff cp(lM)c x(M), for all
x above 4.
Theorem 7.6. Let p be a pp-complete type. For every 9 large in p there is an
indecomposable type q associated to p via 4. H(q) is isomorphic to a direct factor of
H(p) and - up to isomorphy - uniquely determined by 4. All direct indecomposable
factors of H(p)

are obtained in this way.

Proof. Let 4 be large in p. Choose q+ as a set of pp-formulas, closed under
conjunction, with I,!I+ cpE p for all q E q+, and maximal with these properties. Set
e will see below that q is consistent. If cpE q is above +,
q=q+U{lcplcp&q+1.W
then clearly cpE p. If conversely cpE p is above 4, we have (+ + (p) fl cp=
$+(cp n cp)E p for all (p E q. this shows cpE q. It remains to show that q is
indecomposable:
For this assume +$&q (i = 1,2). Then there is a cpl q s.t.
$ + (& n rp)& p. Since ~5is large in p, there is a @ E p s.t. 4 c 4 (whence (p E q) and
(9+~~ncP)ncp+(~+~~ncP)n~3pp.
But the last expression

equals

~+(~lncpncp)+(rlr2ncpn~)~p.
Therefore

Now let q be indecomposable

(but we do not assume consistency)

and as-

sociated to p via 4. Let p be realized by a E H(p). Since a satisfies $+cp for every
qt U{+(x -a)} is consistent in H(p). Let b E H(p) be a realization of
qeq+,
q+ U{$(x - a)}. We show that b realizes q. Thus, let q$ q. Since q is indecomposable, there is cpE q s.t. (Ic, n cp)+ (4 n cp)$ q. Then also I++
+ (4 n cp)6 q. But now we
can conclude that 4 + (4 fl cp)+ p. This implies that b does not satisfy 4 n cp. We
have shown that H(q) = H(b), which is a direct factor of H(p).
If qi (i = 1,2) are indecomposable
and associated to p via $, then q1 is
associated to q2. Therefore H(q,) is isomorphic to a direct factor of H(qz),
whence isomorphic to H(q,).
Finally we show that every indecomposable direct factor U of H(p) comes from
a type which is associated to p. For this let a realize p in H(p) = U@C and let +X
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be the projection from H(p) onto C. Since 1~is no partial isomorphism, there is a
ppf + s.t. H(P) f 4,(a) and H(P) !=IL(daH.
Thus, if q is the type of b = a-w(a),
we have H(q) =H(b) = U and q is
associated to p via 4.
Corollary 7.7. The following two properties of M are equivalent:
(a) Every compact module elementarily equivalent to M is the pure hull of a
direct sum of indecomposables.
(b) Every M-consistent pp-complete type has a large formula.
Theorem

7.1 follows from the next lemma (q/+=x

-x/x&O).

Lemma 7.8. Let M be a module, q/e a pair of pp-formulas.
(1) If w&PI+)< 00, then every M-consistent pp-complete containing cpl$ has a
large formula.
(2) If R is countable and w&d+) =a, then ~14 belongs to an M-consistent
pp-complete type, which has no large formula.
Examples. If R is an atomless

boolean ring, the type of 1 in R has no large
formula. (See 5.8(3)): pa has a large formula iff 5?lhas an irreducible quotient.

Proof. (1) Let p be M-consistent

and cplcpE p. Choose c~,,/~~Ep of minimal width
cr. Then &, is large in p. For if JIOc Gil p (i = 1,2) are given, we have e.g.
~~((~~nc~~)l(9~n~~n(p,))<~.
BY 7.42) alsO ~~((~~nc~~+~~nn~))l(~*n
q,J)< a. The minimal choice of Q! implies I,+~
n cpo+ x2 n cpo$ p.
(2) Let wIM((pI$)=co and {I&}an enumeration of all pp-formulas. We construct
a tree T of pairs of pp-formulas such that
(i) T is finitely branched, has length o and no endpoints.
(ii) All pairs in T have width 00.
(iii) If e//j7 E T is above a/x E T, then (a) 6 = (+ and (b) x tl6 =X.
We construct the layers T, of T recursively: To = {cpl+}. Let T, be defined. We
choose for every U/X E T, one or two immediate successors in T,,+l:
1: w&((+n &,)/(xn I&,))=m. Then
u/x
has
the
successor
Case
(on &)/(x~&J.
Case
2: w&(o n &J/(x n I+%,,,))<~. Then
by 7.4(2)
we have
also
w~((u n I,&,+x)/x) (~0 and by 7.4(3), w&o/(0 rl & +x)) = ~0. Whence there are
and 72/(~1nr2)
o n & + x c 7ic c7s.t. W~(7i/(71 n TV))= ~0.We define ~J(rin7,)
as the two immediate successors of a/x in T,,,,.
Now set p+ = {a 1for some n and all ~/ZET,, c+(M)c a(M)}.
Claim. p# p+ iff p rl a c x for some u/x E T.

proof. If p n u

c

x

for some

U/X

E

T, we have by property

(iii) p n 6 = X for all
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C/:lxabove u/x. Whence 6(M) $ p(M) for all such 6//xE T, and p cannot belong to
P+*
If conversely

p = I&,+$p+, then in the construction

of T case 2 must occur for

some a/x E T,. But then r1 tl p c (+ n I& c TVf~ T*.
Set p = pt U{la
1a$ p’}. We show first that p is M-consistent.
Since- by
it is enough to show, that
property (iiia) - p+ is closed under conjunction,
a(M) = Xi(M) U * . . U xn (M) and u E p implies that some xi belongs to p. But by
1.4 one of the groups u fl xi(M) is of finite index in u(M). Now the above claim
allows us to conclude that u n xi E p, for w,(u/(u tl xi)) must be finite. Note, that
the claim also implies that cplt+!~
E p.
Finally we show that no &, is large in p. Assume &, q?p. Let ul/xl, . . . , u,,,lxm be
the elements of T,+*, which are constructed in case 2. We have m 3 1, since
&$p.
Set ~i=~“+ui.
We show pimp and ($Iflp)+**.+(&,,np)Ep
for all
p E p. This implies, as one easily sees, that & is not large in p.
Now let ui/xi be constructed as rr/(~r tl rJ as immediate successor of u//xE T,.
Then

The above claim yields pi $ p.
Finally assume that p E p, and that C?(M) c p(M) for all 6//xE Tk. W.1.o.g. k > n.
Look at 6//xE Tk, let 6/i/xlie above u/x E T,. If in our construction case 1 applies
to u//x,then 6 c I&. If in the construction case 2 occurred, 5/z lies above some
q/xi, whence C?c & In both cases we have CT(M) c (& rl p) + * . *+ ($I,,, rl p)(M).
Whence ($,np)+-. -+(4mnp)Ep.
This proves 7.7(2) and Theorem 7.1.
We indicate a more direct proof of 7.3(l),
Garavaglia’s:

which resembles the original proof of

Lemma 7.9. A pure submodule M of a module N with Krull dimension has also
Krull dimension.
Proof

(7.9 follows also from 8.5(2)). Let ((~~)~=odefine a dense chain in M s.t.
r ss e p,(M) c UP,.
Let (ri)isN be an enumeration of Q. Define
&, = (cp, n

n 144,

I i <

i,

Then cp,(M) = l/l,(M) and r s s j
pp-definable subgroups in N.

ri <

rjl>

+

C

{IL,

I i (

i,

‘;

<

ril-

4, c I,& Whence (I_!J~),~~defines a dense chain of

To prove 7.3(l), we assume that M is compact and has Krull dimension. Look
at the decomposition 6.1 of M into a direct sum of the pure hull of a direct sum of
indecomposable and a module E without indecomposable factors. We want to
prove that E = 0.
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Now by 7.9, E has Krull dimension. Then, if Ef 0, there is an E-minimal pair
(p/4. (Otherwise one constructs easily a dense chain in E.) By 4.8 there is an
E-consistent
indecomposable type which contains g/G. Choose a E Q(M)\ 4,(M).
Then by 7.5(3) and 7.6, H(p) is isomorphic to a direct factor of H(a). Whence E
has an indecomposable

direct factor, isomorphic to H(p). Contradiction.

7.5(4) and 7.6 imply, that two M-consistent indecomposable types which contain
the same M-minimal pair determine isomorphic indecomposable modules. The
next result strengthen this observation.
Lemma 7.10. Let p, q be two indecomposable types, containing cpl$. If H(p) and
H(q) are not isomorphic, then there is a ppf x s.t. 4~ xc cp and either cpl,yc p,
xl4 E 4 or cplx E 4, x/GE P.
Proof. We prove first that p(x) U q(y) U{g(x - y)} is inconsistent. Otherwise there
is a compact module M, a E M realizing p and b E M realizing q s.t. A4 P 4(a - b).
But then H(a) and H(b) are non-isomorphic dependent indecomposables. This is
impossible by 6.2.
By 4.5 there is @I$ E p s.t.
(*)

~cp(x)r\rL(x-y)/\4(y)‘~(x)

and

+nGcqc+cv.

Case 1: 6(x) + +(x) E q. Then we set x = I$ + 4. Clearly 9 c x c cp and xl+ E q.
We have g/x E p since x n (p = 4.
Case 2: I&X)+ 4(x) $ q. Now set x = (p+ 4. Clearly 4 c x c cp and ~14~ p. It
remains to show that g/x E q i.e. x$ q. But otherwise we have
3x (cp(X)AdJ(X-Y))EdY).
This together with (*) implies Six (i(x)

A 4(x - y)) E q(y), i.e. 4 + 4 E q. Contradic-

tion.
Chapter

III: Applications

8. Ranks of indecomposable modules
We use a rank analysis of indecomposable modules to prove that (for countable
R) a module M has Krull dimension iff there are only countably many isomorphism types of indecomposable factors in modules elementary equivalent to M (8.1).
In 8.6 we compare this rank with the dimension of modules with Krull
dimension.
Definition. For a module M we denote by UM the class of all indecomposable
modules which occur as direct factors in modules elementarily equivalent to M.

Model theory of modules

Note. (uM = {H(p) 1p indecomposable
= {U indecomposable
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and M-consistent}

( &,(M) > 0)

(see 6.11).

Theorem 8.1. Let R be a countable ring. An R-module
UM contains only countably many isomorphism types.

M has Krull dimension iff

First we prove
Corollary 8.2. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring, where all localizations Rm
are fields or discrete valuation rings. Then every R-module has Krull dimension.
Proof. If R is countable, we have countably many maximal ideals and the claim
follows from 5.2.
Now let R be uncountable. If the R-module M has no Krull dimension, there is
a countable S, c R s.t. all sM, where S is a ring between So and R, have no Krull
dimension. If S is an elementary substructure of R, S is again noetherian. (For an
ascending sequence ?I, g %, $ . . . of finitely generated ideals of S leads to a
sequence R%, C$R%, $. . . of ideals of R.) Since in noetherian rings the fact that
all Rm are valuation rings is expressible by an L,,,-sentence,
we find an S with
this property. But now sM has Krull dimension.
One half of 8.1 follows from
Lemma 8.3. Let R be countable, M an R-module. If there is a dense chain of
pp-definable subgroups between G(M) and q(M), there are 2*0 non-isomorphic
UEU,
s.t. (p/$(U)>l.
Proof.

Let a dense family be defined by pp-formulas

((~,)~~o s.t. r<s

implies

$(M) = p,(M) 5 V,(M) = V(M).
Let {&}icw be an enumeration
Pa = {cp, I r~a}U{icp,

of all pp-formulas.

For every real (Y let

(s(a).

Define L c o inductively (CXE[W)
Set

i E I,

iff

p,

U {I/J~ 1 j E L,

j <

i}

U {&}

is M-consistent.

su={~jl(iEI,}U{l~jlIieI,>.

Using 4.7 we can see that the q= are M-consistent indecomposable types.
We will show that 2H~of the H(q,) are non-isomorphic. Since q. is realized in
H(q,) iff H(q,) = H(q,), it is enough to show that in each UEIU~ at most
countably many qa are realized.
Assume that at the contrary O0 = {CX1q_ is realized in U} is uncountable. Let q_
be realized by a, E U ((YE 0,). Fix a E U\O. For each 01E O0 there is a pp-
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formula x,(x, y) s.t.
Ukx,(a,

%)A-1x,(0,

a,).

Since there are only countably many formulas, there is an uncountable

O1 c O0

s.t. (p = xu for all (YE O1. Let 115,= Cp(0,x). Since there are only finitely many
I, n n, there are reals p <a
in O1 with I,nn=I,nn=J.
We have M!=
lxp(O,

a,)

and therefore

Mb(p,U{Gi

-I+,, E qa. By construction

tj~JH--,-h,

and, since UE~~,
U k (pa U id+ 1i E Jl) + 3,.

(1)

U~t+!+(a,)~~~(a,) (je J) implies Uk$j(an-up)
(jE J). This together with (1) and
Ukp,(a,
-c+>
yields
Ubl&,(a,-a,).
But
on the
other
hand
Uk
+(a, a,>~@(a, a@) implies Uk&,(a, -ap)_ Contradiction.
For the proof of the other half of 8.1 we give every U EUJ~ a rank.

Definition. Let M be an R-module.

Let rk,(U) = rk( U) be the Cantor-Bendix
on rank of U in the topological space UJILlc lLIR (see 4.9). I.e. for all ordinals a!
rk(U)=cz
ifl there is a pair $cq
of pp-formulas s.t. V=UUrk(V)$a&
V/~(V) > 1 for all VEUJ~ (We say: cpllc,isolates U.)
If rk( U) = (Y for some ordinal (Y, we say ‘ U has a rank’. Otherwise rk( U) = ~0.
The definition of rank depends on M insofar M determines the class um If we
want to deal with all indecomposable R-modules simultaneously our definition
yields this as a special case. For there are M s.t. U, =UR.
Lemma 8.4.

(1) Up to isomorphism there are at most (R (+ No many U E UM with a

rank.
(2) If M has Krull dimension,

every UEUJ,

has a rank.

It is clear that if (Y occurs as a rank also all smaller ordinals are ranks. If we
implies that rank(M) =m or is
define rank(M) = sup{rk( U) 1 U GU,},
8.4(l)
<(IRI +K,)+.

Proof. (1) If (p/4 isolates U, then cpllc,isolates no other VEU,

V+ U. Therefore
there are at most as many U with a rank as there are pairs of pp-formulas.
(2) Let {UiXer represent the isomorphism types of all UEUJ~ without rank. Let
N be the pure hull of the direct sum of the Ui. N is a direct factor of a module
elementarily equivalent to M (since the Ui are assumed to be pairwisely nonisomorphic). Whence by 7.9 N has Krull dimension.

Claim. UJJN
={Ui}iEP

(This is 4.10.)
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Proof.

Clearly

{Ui}icI~UJN

If V has a rank and is isolated

cU,.

cp/$( Ui) = 1 (i E I) and therefore
Assume
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(p/$(N) = 1. Whence
that Nf 0. Then

now for contradiction

by cp/& we have

V&UN

there

is a N-minimal

pair (p/$.

By 4.8 there is an Ui E& s.t. (p/4( Vi) > 1. By 7.10, Vi is uniquely determined.
Let p be greater than all ranks. Since rk( Ui) St:p, (p/4 isolates Vi. Contradiction.
This completes

the proof

of Theorem

8.1.

In a module with Krull dimension,
we can attach an ordinal to every interval
~14 which measures
the extent to which there is ‘almost a dense chain’ in cpl+!~
(Garavaglia).
We are going to compare this with our rank analysis of indecomposables. (Note that the dimension
defined below grows faster than Garavaglias
dimension
[ 111).
Definition.
dim,(cp/+)

Let M be a module.
We define for pairs
= (Y (the ‘dimension’)
by induction
on (Y.

dim(cpl4) = -1

iff

e(M) = q(M),

dim(cpl4) = (Y

iff

(a) dim(cpl+) $a,
(b) there

is no infinite

4~ cp of pp-formulas

I,!Jc cpOc cpl c . . *cp

sequence

with dim(cpi+l/cpi) S a,
(c) there is no infinite sequence
with dim(cpJqi+l) $ CY.
If dim(rp/+)
Otherwise

= a! is defined

we write

for some

dim(cp/4) = ~0. dim(M)

cp 2 cpO3 ‘pl . . .T C/J

a, we say that

cp/$ has

a dimension.

= dim(x s X/XGO).

Clearly dim(cp/$) <dim(@/$)
if 4 c $ c cp c (p. This shows that in the above
definition
(b), (c) it is enough
to have dim(cpi+Jcpi) #a,
dim(cpi/cpi+l) f cx for
infinitely many i.
The following lemma is in [ll].
Lemma

(1) dim(cp/$) = ~0 ifl there is a dense chain of pp-definable

8.5.

of M between
(2)

If M

$J and cp. Whence dim(M)

<a

ifl M has Krull dimension.

is pure in N, then

dimJcp/$)

= max(dimM(cp/$),

dim,,(&)).

(3) If N= M, then
dimN(cpl+) = dim&v/$)

= dim,

K((P/ICI)

(4) If cp/+=~+/$ (in the sense of 1.9), then
dim(cp/$) G dim(q/$).
(5) If ~LCXCCP, then
dim(cp/$) = max(dim(q/x),

dim(x/+)).

(K

>o).

subgroups
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Proof. (1) One shows immediately by induction on Q!: If there is a dense chain
between 4 and cp, dim(cp/$) # (Y. On the other hand, if dim(q/$) = ~0, there is e.g.
dim(cplcpl) =
a sequence
$c~p~c~~c~~~ccp
s.t. dim(cpi+‘/qi) = 00. Thus
dim(cpi/$) = 00. Proceeding in this manner one constructs a dense chain in cpl$.
(3) This is immediate, since cp(A4)H q(N) H cp(M”) yields an isomorphism of
the lattices of pp-definable subgroups of M, N and M”.
(4) Noethers isomorphism theorem implies: the lattice

of pp-definable

groups between $ and 4 f cp is isomorphic to the lattice of $

sub-

n cpand cp. Whence

dim($ + cp/lcI)
= dim((plG n cp).
(2) Suppose N = M @ I-. (by (3) we can do this). We show by induction on (Y
that
dimN((pl$) > cx iff dim,(cp/$) > Q! or dimL(cp/$) > cr.
a: = -1 is clear. dim&cp/+)>cr
iff (e.g.) there are I,/.I
c (p,,c cpl c * . * c cp s.t.
dimM(cpi+i/gi) ?=cy for infinitely many i iff (by induction) there are +c (pOc cpi c
* * . c q s.t. dimM(cpi+i/qi)*a
for infinitely many i or dimL(cPi+ilcPi) ~=a for
infinitely many i iff dim,(cpl4) 3 a! or dimL(cp/$) 2 CY.
(5) Clearly dim(cpl$) 5 max(* . .). We show by induction on a! that dim(qo/$) > CY
implies dim(cplx) > (Y or dim(x/$) > a ; If dim(cpl$)> (Y, there is (e.g.) a chain
. *c

J/=cp0=‘p1=-

cp

s.t. dim(cpi+,/cpi)5 cy. Our two chains (the other is 4 c x c cp)

have refinements

l+$rrocrlc..

‘cxcpocplc’~

‘Cql

s.t.
uil’Pi

(Look

~7i+l

I 7i

at any proof

and

qi+llui

s

pi+l/pi-

of the Jordan-Holder-Schreier

theorem).

By

induction

dim(cpi+i/ai) ~=a for infinitely many i or dim(oi/pi)aa
for infinitely many i.
Whence by (4), dim(pi+l/pi)aa
for infinitely many i or dim(ri+i/ri)aa
for
infinitely many i. That means dim(cp/r()>a or dim(x/G)>a.
If dim(cp/$) = (Y, it is easy to see that there is a sequence r,Q= x0 c x1 c . . - c xn =
cp s.t. the pairs xi+l/xi are a-minimal, i.e. dim(Xi+i/Xi) = (Y and for all xi c u c xi+1
either dim(x,+,/u) <(Y or dim(a/xi) < cy.
We call n -which
is uniquely determined (Jordan-Holder
argument) - the
multiplicity P((P/~). The O-minimal pairs are just the minimal pairs of M.
One sees immediately that cpl+ s (p/q and dim(cp/$) = dim(cp/&) imply k(cp/$) G
l-&/i).
Definition. Let M be a fixed module. We call a pair cp/$ of pp-formulas small, if
every M-consistent pp-complete type which contains cp/$ has a large formula (see
7.5).
Remarks.

(1) (p/9 is small, iff q/q?(E) = 1 for every compact

E which has no
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factor and is a direct factor of a module elementarily

to M.
The proof of 4.11

equivalent

shows that V/I/Jis small, if G/G is small and (cpl$,>flU,=

(rpi&) n u,.
(2) dim&q/$) <m j wIM(p/w)<a 3 cpl4 is small (7.8(l)).
(3) If R is countable, then cp/4 small e ~~((pl$)<m
(7.8(2)).
The following is our main theorem on ranks:
Theorem 8.6. Let M be an R-module. (Dimension, rank and smallness are defined.
w.r.t. M. The U range over OJ,. max $?i= -1.) If R is countable or cplt,!~ is small, then
dim(cpl4) = max{rk(U)

1(PIJ,NU > 11.

Problem. Do the two equation hold without the assumption “R countable.
E.g. is it true that M has Krull dimension if all U have ranks?
Corollary 8.7. If R is countable or U has a small neighbourhood,
of neighbourhoods of U in eJM, then

. .?”

and if Y is a base

rk( U) = min{dim(cp/$) 1cp/$ E 9).
Proof. ‘S” follows immediately from 8.6. If rk( U) = cx (cm), we find vOIJJJE.Y
which isolates U. The above remark shows that we can assume- if R is
uncountable-that
cp/~,!~
is small. 8.6 yields dim(q/$,) = CX.
Corollary 8.8.

(1) If R is countable or M of bounded width, then

dim(M) = max{rk( U) 1 U E Iu,}.
(2) M has Krull dimension ijj every U EILJ~ has a rank and every compact
module elementarily equivalent to M is the pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables.
We begin the proof of 8.6 with two lemmas (8.10 and 8.11) which are special
cases of 8.6. the following 8.9 is used in their proofs.
Definition. Let 4 c cp be a pair of pp-formulas, M a module. By [$, (~1~ we
denote the interval of all pp-definable subgroups of M between 4(M) and q(M).
If a EM and an interval is given, we denote by F(a) the filter of all groups in the
interval, which contain a.
Lemma 8.9 (‘Goursat’s
there is a pp-formula

theorem’, cf. [29, p. 1711). Let a, b EM be dependent i.e.
6(x, y) s.t. Mk6(a, b) and M f6(a, 0). Then the two
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structures

are isomorphic.
Proof.

We define the isomorphism and its inverse by t,G(M) H +*(M)
and
where
and
4(M) w 4+(M),
G”(Y) =3x (fib, Y) A 44x))
$‘(x) =
3y (6(x, y)/\++(y)). We have to prove:

Y), 3 Nx, Y)lM
(2) 4’(M) E 1*(x, O),3Y a(% Y)l,.

(1) 9”(M)

E [6(0,

(3) +(M) c q(M) implies 4*(M) c q*(M)
(4) a E 4(M) implies b E e*(M).
(5) bE C/J(M) implies UEI,!J+(M).
(6) If +(M) E [6(x, O), 3~ 6(x, y)L
(7) If 4(M) E [*(O, Y), 3~ 9-k Y)L

and 4+(M) c q+(M).

then 404
then 400

= JI*‘(W.
= ++*(W.

Only (6) and (7) require a proof. We prove (6): If c E 4(M), then, since
$(M)c3y6(x,
y)(M), there is d E M s.t. Mk6(c, d). Clearly de+*(M)
and
therefore c E G*‘(M).
If c E C/J*+(M), there is d E $+(M) s.t. Mk6(c, d) and e E 4(M) s.t. Mk6(e, d).
We obtain Ml= 19(c - e, 0) and - since 6(M, 0) c 4(M) - c - e E e(M). This gives
c E G(M).
Lemma 8.10. Suppose H(p) SE?(q)
dimension
S(Y, then also q contains
Proof.

ELJM If p contains
such a pair.

a pair of pp-formulas

of

We can assume that p and q are realized in M by dependent elements a, b

(cf. 8.5(3)),
8.9
gives q/rj~~p and u/x E q s.t. ([G, (P]~, c, F(a))
and
([x, crlM, c, F(b)) are isomorphic. Suppose P/TE p and dim(&) s CL By 4.6 there
is cp/G~p s.t. ~+!~ictjcCpccp and @/GL~/T. We have dim(+/&)sa! by 8.5(4). Let
4(M) and 6 (M) E [x, 01~ correspond to I,&(M) and (p04).
4 c (p. Then $/+ E q and dim(&/+) = dim($/G) G (Y.

We can assume that

Note. Since every interval of dimension 0 decomposes into finitely many Mminimal pairs, we have: If p contains an M-minimal pair, then q too.

Lemma 8.11.Suppose R is countable or cp/$ is small. If (q/a,!~)contains-up
isomorphy

- exactly one U E UM, then there is an M-minimal

to
pair between + and q.

Proof. If there is no M-minimal pair between r+!~
and cp, one can construct a dense
chain of pp-definable subgroups between 4 and cp. If R is countable, 8.3 gives the
contradiction.
Now suppose that cp/$ is small. The proof of 7.9 yields a family (x,)~.~ of
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pp-formulas

s.t.

M-consistent

indecomposable

we choose

I+!J
c xr c xS c cp, x,(M) # xS(M)

the type constructed

&g p above

rC,there

@ E PJ
On the other

for all r< s. We construct

types p and q s.t. (p/lc,E p, q and H(p) + H(q).
in 4.8. C/Jis maximal

is (+ E p s.t. 6

in p, i.e. &!p

two
For p

and for all

n CTc I,!L(In fact for all 66 p there is such a

hand let I+ be a set of pp-formulas,

maximal

with the properties:

(a) rt is closed under conjunction, (b) (,Y, n(T)(M) # (x~ na)(M)
0 E I+. Set r = r+ U(7a ) af! r’}. Clearly (pl$E r.
Claim. r is M-consistent.

for all t<s

and

Proof. If not, there are a E r and cig r s.t. a(M) c al(M) U * . . U u,,(M). By 1.4
we have that e.g. u/u rl al(M) is finite. If p E r is =u we have for all t <s
(xs n di(xs n cl n P)(M) . (x, n u1 n PMX, n cl n P)(M)
2 (xs n PMX, n do0

The right hand side is infinite, the first factor on the left side is finite, whence
(x, n cri n p)/(x, tl u1 n p(M) is infinite. This shows that u1 E r. Contradiction.
Since cp/$ is small, we have q/+(E) = 1 for every factor E of H(r) which has no
indecomposable factor. Whence by 6.1, there is an indecomposable factor H(q) of
H(r) s.t. (p/4 E q. We prove that H(p) + H(q): Otherwise let a and b realize r and
p in H(r) = IV. Then 8.9 gives p/x E r and p//xEP s.t. ([x, pIN, c, F(a)) and
([J?, $I,, c, F(b)) are isomorphic. Choose T E p s.t. 2 0 rr c I,!LOne checks easily
that (I,!JC~~
rr+f) n 6 is maximal in p. Choose 4 between ,y and p s.t. t&M)
corresponds
to (Ic, rl7~ +X) n 3 in the above isomorphism. Clearly 17,is maximal in
r. Since &! r, there is 6 E r and t < s s.t.
(x, n 6 n Ww

Choose

t<~<s

(x, flc? fl q)(M).

= (xs n e n &w

and set &=x,(35+$.

Then

c,6c&r,

for (xsn(Tn$)(M)=

Since 4 is maximal in r there is u E r s.t. 4 n u c 4. But then

(xtnan~nu)(M)=(X,nanlCInu)(M).
Since xU n 5 = 4,
(X,nonx,nu)(M)=(X,nanx,nu)(M).
This yields
(x,
contradicting

n a n 0)(M) = (x, n a n U)(M)
6 n u E q.

Proof of 8.6. The theorem follows from the first two of the following three
claims:
Claim 1. UE (cpl$), rk( U) > (Y jdim(cpl4)
> (Y.
Claim 2. If R is countable or cpl4 is small, then dim(cp/4)z=a! ==O+ there is
U E (cp/$) s.t. rk( U) 2 (Y.
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Claim 3. If R is countable, or U has a small neighbourhood, then rk( U) = a +
there is a pair s.t. UE (cpl$) and dim(cp/4,)= cx. (a an ordinal or = -1).
Proof

of Claim

1: Induction on 01. Suppose rk( U) > (Y. Then, whenever
is a V$ U, rk(V) 2 (Y, $/q(V) > 1. We define a sequence
v’c’plc’pO=(O
f3.t. Cpi/$i(U)>l.
+=4J0=41=If &I+!J~is defined, choose Vi s.t. Vi:,-f U, rk(Vi)aa,
Cpi/&(Vi)> 1. By 7.10, there

@l&U) > 1, there

is +i c X c Cpis.t. X/&(u)> 1, &X(V)>
l (set cPi+ll@i+l = Xl+&) Or X/$i(vi)>
CpJX(U)> 1 (if the first case does not apply, set qi+ll&+i = pi/X.)
By induction we have for all i
dim(cpi/cpi+i)2 cu or

17

dim($i+l/$i) 2 (Y.

Thus dim(cp/$) > CY.
We prove Claims 2 and 3 by simultaneous

induction on LY.

Ad Claim 2. Suppose that R is countable or p/$ is small. Let dim(q/+) *,a! 2
0. Look at pp-formulas xi 2 4 s.t. dim(xJ$) < (Y. Since x1+x2/x1 s x2/4, we have
dim(xl + x2/x1) <a! and therefore dim(r(i + x2/$) < a. The above shows that
q = {cp} U {lx

1dim(x/$) < a} U {lx A O}

is M-consistent and satisfies the condition of 4.7.
Let p be the M-consistent
indecomposable
type we constructed from q in
Lemma 4.7. Let U = H(p). We have (p/+(U) > 1 and show rk(U) 2 CK.Assume
rk(U) = p <(Y. By induction hypothesis there is Cp/&s.t. UE ($/I$) and dim(@/$) =
/3 (Claim 3). By 8.10 and Claim 1 we can assume that G/&E p. Now the
construction of 4.7 implies that there is u E p+, 1xEq
s.t. Ljh-mcX,
(Tccp. But
then dim( $ + tj n a/ 4) < a. Since - as one computes easily - I,++ a/ 9 + 4 n (+ s (p/I$.
We have
dim(($+a)/(++

qncr))sp.

<a.
This is
This together
with dim(($ + I$ fl a)/$) < cx yields dim($+o/$)
impossible.
Ad Claim 3. Suppose R is countable or U has a small neighbourhood, and
rk(U) = 01. Choose a neighbourhood

(+/I&)of U which isolates U. We can assume

that $4 is small. Ut, is the closure of {U} in U_JM(cf. 4.10). Whence (Cp/J/)niLJuu
contains only U. Since (@/I$) is also small w.r.t. U, we can apply 8.11 (to U
instead of M) to obtain an U-minimal pair cpl4 between 4 and @. By Claim 1,
dim(cp/$) 2 (Y. We show that cpl$ is a-minimal: If not, there is x between + and cp
s.t. dim(cp/x), dim(x/+) Z=(Y. By Claim 2 there are Vi s.t. V1 E (cplx), V, E (xl+) and
rk( Vi) 2 cy. But cp/JIisolates U, thus U=Vi
and q?(U)#x(U)f(~(l_J).
This contradicts the U-minimality of P/I./J.
CoroIIary 8.12. 1f dim(q/$) = (Y, ((p/G) contains
isomorphic U of rank cy. (Conventions as in 8.6.)
Proof.

If p/+ is a-minimal,

at most p(q/$)-many

non-

7.10 and 8.6 (we need only Claim 1) show that there
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is only one

U or rank cy in (cpl$). Generally

cy-minimal neighbourhoods

(cpl$) is the union of p(cp/$)

(on &).

Remark. The above proof shows that 8.6 remains true, if we replace ‘small’ by
the following weaker notion: Call (p/rC,small, iff for every UELJ~ every Uconsistent

pp-complete

type which contains cplt,!~has a large formula.

Example. If R is a boolean

ring, every pair is small is this sense.

9. Applications
We give two applications of our methods.
First we describe the class of all compact modules which are elementarily
equivalent to a fixed module with Krull dimension (9.1). It turns out that there is
a smallest compact module elementarily equivalent to a fixed module with Krull
dimension.
Then we show how to decide a theory of modules if one has an effective control
over the indecomposables - a phenomenon one can expect in the case of Krull
dimension (9.4).
We conclude the section with two examples: We study the notion of rank for
modules over a Dedekind ring and for pairs of torsion free modules over a
Dedekind ring. As a byproduct we reprove the decidability of pairs of torsion free
modules.
Theorem 9.1.

If M has Krull dimension, there are four sets

{UhLH,

tUi)ic17

of pairwisely non-isomorphic

{Y&J>

indecomposable

wlcLtK

modules, and natural numbers

#O

(mh)hcH s.t. the compact modules which are elementarily equivalent to M are just
the modules of the form

Corollary 9.2. If M has Krull dimension, there is a smallest compact module MO
elementarily equivalent to M: MO is direct factor of every compact module which is
elementarily equivalent to M.
Eklof & Sabbagh proved 9.1 in the case of injective modules over commutative
rings [IS]. M. Prest proved 9.1 independently [20] for totally transcendental M.
The following result of Garavaglia is a special case of 9.2: If U= V are
indecomposable modules with Krull dimension, U = V.
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(rk,

=rk is defined before 8.4, I&M)
= (UEU,)

{UA&r

1I,(M)<~}

before 6.11.)

and

Set

m&,= I,,(M).

There must be a pair cpl$ s.t. Uh E (q/G) and (pIr,G(M)<m. Then dim&q/$)
and rk(U,) = 0 by 8.6.

=0

{u,}i,r={UE(UnnIrk(U)=O,lu(U)=l,I,(M)=oo),
{u,}ic~={U~U,Irk(U)=O,I”(U)=oo},
{UE&,,

{Uk}ksK=

1rk(U)>O}.

Clearly
tLJ,={U,

1gEHUIUJUK}.

Since every compact module elementarily equivalent to M is the pure hull of a
direct sum of elements of UJM (7.3(l)), we have to show that a module
___
@ Uj$@@

N=

hsH

is elementarily
ph

=

Up@@

icI

equivalent
mh?

Pi

~

____
UFCI3 @ Up

id

(1)

ksK

to M iff

zR3,

/.Lj

21.

(2)

Now choose for every g E HU I U J a pair (p/+ which isolates
rather a version where ilJR is replaced by ILJ,) we have
I,,(N)

U,. by 6.12

(or

= “‘*(“=)log(cpl$)(N)) = “~(““log((cp/~(Ug))~~) = I-$ * kJp,>.

First suppose that N= M. Then I,,(M) = gg * &,(U,).
This yields (2) immediately.
If on the other hand (2) holds, we have I&N) = I&M) for all UEILJ~ of rank 0.
If the rank of UEU~ is non-zero, U is an accumulation point of elements Uh, Vi,
Ui. Therefore also I,(N) = I,(M)
Thus 6.11 implies M = N.

= cc).For all U$UJ,

we have I,(N)

= I”(M)

= 0.

Remark 9.3. Let M be a module and UEUJ~
(1) rk,( U) = 0 iff U occurs in every direct sum of indecomposables
which is
elementarily equivalent to M.
(2) There is an M-minimal
pair cp/$ s.t. UE (cp/$) iff U is a direct factor of every
compact module elementarily equivalent to M.
Proof. (1) Let cpl4 isolate U and @{V’+
1VELJ~}=M.
Then q/$(M)=
(q/$(U))&u. Whence pu > 0.
Now suppose that rk( U) > 0. We find a decomposition M = W CT3
N, where N is
a direct sum of elements of U,\{ U}. rk( U) > 0 implies UE UJ, and we can
conclude that U-” @3N = N. But now M = N and U is not a direct factor of N.
(2) Let UE (q/J/), (p/G M-minimal. We find a pp-complete p s.t. U = H(p) and
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cpl$~ p. If N is compact

and elementarily

q(M)\+(M).
Then p and tp*(a)
factor of H(a).

equivalent

are associated
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to M, we choose

aE

via $. By 7.6, H(p) is a direct

For the converse, suppose that U is a direct factor in every compact module
elementarily equivalent to M. Part (1) implies that rk( U) = 0. Choose a pair 6//Q
which isolates U.
Claim.

Cp/$is small (‘small’ is defined after 8.5).

Proof. Let N @E be compact, weakly saturated, elementarily equivalent to M,
N a pure hull of a direct sum of indecomposables and E without indecomposable
direct factors. Write N = Ue @ K where K has not direct factors isomorphic to U.
6.8 implies

I,(E @K) = I,(K) = I,(M)

for all V+ U

But U is not a direct factor of E CI3K, whence by our assumption Mf E G3K and
by 6.11(l),
I,(E @K)<&,(M).
By the first part of the proof, there are no
E-minimal pairs. Therefore all indices (p/4(E) are =l or =m. Since I,(E@K)
is
finite, q/$(E) is finite and therefore =l. This means that @j/q is small.
Now we can apply 8.7 to obtain a neighbourhood (cp’/$‘) of U s.t. dim(rp’/+‘) =
0. But then U has also an M-minimal neighbourhood.
Example (cf. the remark following 5.1). Let K be a maximal valued field with
densely ordered non-trivial valuation group. Let R be the valuation ring. The
pp-definable subgroups of the R-module R are the principal ideals of R.
elM consists - up to isomorphy - of the non-zero ideals of R. All V E U, are
elementarily equivalent. Two ideals A, B are isomorphic iff A = xl3 (x E K\O).
Thus we have at least to non-isomorphic
indecomposables
in IuM - which are
elementarily equivalent.
Theorem

9.4. Let R be a recursive ring and T an axiomatizable
theory of
R-modules s.t. M@NkT
iff MkT and NkT. Suppose that (Cpi/~i), iEN, is an
effective list of a base of the topological space {Ui}icN of all (isomorphism types of)
indecomposable models of T. Then T is decidable if qi/$i ( Ui) depends recursively on
i, j.

Proof. Note that {Ui}iEN is a closed subspace of UR. By a suitable adaptation of
6.13 two models M, N of T are elementarily equivalent iff qi/t,!ri(M) = c~J$~(N) for
all i. Thus the complete theory of Ui is axiomatized by
T~=TU{~i/$(.

. .)=(~il$i(Ui)J

iEN).

It follows that the Ti are-uniformly
in i -decidable.
The Feferman-Vaught
theorem yields an effective enumeration of the - decidable - complete theories of
all finite direct sums of the Ui. Since every sentence which is satisfiable in a model
of T is satisfied in some finite direct sum of the Ui, we get an effective
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enumeration of all sentences consistent with T. Since also the set of all consequences of T is effectively enumerable we obtain the decidability of T.
Remark. One can prove that T is decidable
effective list cpi/+iof a base of UJJTs.t.
“3UEuT

cpIlrlr,(U)~[~I,

is an r.e. relation (nl,.

. .,&EN);

iff T is axiomatizable

and there is

%lA-. ~~(Pk/hc~~)~CQc,
wcl”
ml,.

. . , mkEhdU{oo}).

Example 9.5. Modules over a Dedekind ring R. We use the following notation:
K = quotient field of R. We denote maximal ideals by !$I. a E!Q”M can be
expressed by a pp-formula Ml=pn 1a, since Q is finitely generated. Also !JY’x 2 0 i.e. axA 0 (a E‘$.Y) - is a pp-formula.
By 8.2 every R-module has Krull dimension. We will show that the dimension
is s2. (There is a similar result in [ll] for R = Z.)
5.2 gave the indecomposable R-modules as
R/33”

(n Z=l),

K/R,,

R,,

K.

The modules R/q” are isolated by the pairs

Thus the R/q” have rank 0. (We compute the rank w.r.t. UJ”.) K/R% is
isolated
by every
pair B@ = (‘@x 10 A‘$" )x)/(x&0). Since
the
(B$) =
every infinite sequence of Rl!jF’s
N/R,} U {R/V’ 1n >m} are quasicompact,
converges to K/R%. Therefore K/R% has rank 1 and the (B,$) form a basis of
neighbourhoods of K/R%.
The same reasoning shows that I& has rank 1 and that the
(C$) = ifi:,> U {WV”

1n > ml

form a basis of the neighbourhoods of I&. C$ is the pair (!JP-1 1x)/(v”
1x).
Since UR is quasicompact, the last indecomposable K must be of rank 2. The
proof of 5.1 (case 2) shows that the *-type of any non-zero element of K is
axiomatized by the pairs (r-1x)(rIx~rx~O) (rgR\O).
Thus-by
the proof of
4.9-these
pairs constitute a base for the neighbourhoods of K. Every such
neighbourhood contains all K/R,, I&, and almost all R/q”. Whence also the
pairs D’ = (x G x)/(mG 0) defines a basis of neighbourhoods of K.
Corollary 9.6. Let k, = IR/@\. Then the elementary
determined by the invariants I,(M), where

(U = R/q”, n 2 1)

&J(M) = lady&)
= min{log~(B~(M))

type of an R-module

1n > 0)

NJ=

K/R,)

= min{logG( CG( M)) 1n > 0)

(U=R,)

= min{loglK’(D’(M))

(U= K).

I r E R \ 0}

M is
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See 6.12.

Corollary

9.7. Let R be a recursive

Dedekind

ring with an effective

l-l

list

Qi = Ra, + Rbi of all maximal ideals. Suppose that the cardinality of k,, can be
computed from i. Then the theory of all R-modules is decidable.
Proof.

See 9.4.

Note that in the case of 9.7, Theorems

9.4 and 9.5 yield also the decidability of

the theory of torsion free or the theory of divisible R-modules.
Example 9.8. Pairs of torsion free modules over a Dedekind
mined the indecomposable torsion free pairs in 5.7 as
(R,,

R* . VI

na 1,

(i&b 01,

U&3, &3),

ring R. We deter-

C&3, &~3),

K

01,

(K M.

By 8.2 (also true in this case) every torsion free pair has Krull dimension (we will
show ~2). Thus every compact torsion-free pair is the pure hull of a direct sum of
the indicated indecomposables.
Notation. Let Q(X) be a pp-formula without the new predicate
“g mod P” is satisfied by a E (M, N) if a + N satisfies p(x) in M/N.

symbol

P.

We compute the rank in the topological space U of all torsion free indecomposables. Here (cp/$) is restricted to U. Since Ri,/(R&3”) z R/q”, I&/&~K/R~
the
pairs “A$ mod P” isolate the (I&, R&3”), which have therefore rank 0. Since
(BG mod P) = {(k-,,

Rv_x)}U{(&,

RI&‘)

these sets form a base for the neighbourhoods
(Use quasicompactness.)

of (I&, I?,).

0)) U{&,

l&&3”> 1n > m}

have rank 1 and a neighbourhood

(P(x)lP(x)

(k*,

I&> has rank 1.

The (Z&, 0) have rank 1 and a neighbourhood

(C& mod P) = {(I?,,
The (I?,, I?,)

1n > ml,

A*O” I x) = {(J&3, R,)I U{(fi,,

base

(m 30).

base
&3Vp”) I n 2 ml

(m >O).

We want to show that the
(D’ mod P) = {(K, O)} U{(I&
U{(R,,

I&), (I?,, 0) I’$ maximal}

l&&Y> ( @ maximal,

r$ ‘@“I

form a base for the neighbourhoods of (K, 0). It is already clear that rk((K, 0)) = 2
(by quasicompactness). For this it is enough to show that the (I?-,, Ro), (I&, 0) lie
in every neighbourhood of (K, 0). Thus let (M, N) be weakly saturated and
compact and elementarily equivalent to (Z?,, R,) or (R, 0). Then M/N is weakly
saturated, compact and elementarily equivalent to K/R, or I&. Now one of the
indecomposable
direct factors of M/N must be K. Since all indecomposable

M.
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factors of M/N are of the form U/V, where (U, V) is an indecomposable
(M, N), (K, 0) is an indecomposable factor of (A4, N).
A similar reasoning-use
N instead of M/N -shows that

(P(x>/xA 0) = {(K, K)}

U{(R,,

is the smallest neighbourhood

l&&Y), (R,,

factor of

R,), (I&, I?,> 1% maximal, n 2 1)

of (K, K). We have rk((K, K)) = 2.

Corollary 9.9. 7’he elementary type of a torsion free pair (M, N) is determined by
the elementary type of M/N, by the fact that N =0 (or #O) ana’ by
min{(N : ‘$‘“M n N) 1m E IA}.
Proof. By 6.11
needed.)

and 6.12.

(Actually

for 9.9

the whole picture

of 9.8

is not

Carom
9.10.Let R be a recursive Dedekind ring as in 9.7. Then the theory of
torsion free pairs of R-modules is decidable.

Proof.By 9.4 and the analysis in 9.8.
In the case R =Z, 9.10 is due to Koslov & Kokorin
inspired by [23].

[21, 221. Our proof was

10. The spectrum
We fix throughout this section a countable ring R.
Let M be an infinite R-module. We are interested in the spectrum function IM,
which is defined for infinite cardinals

K

I{N,'=
1N= M, IN\=

K}j,

IM(K)

=

the number of non-isomorphic
ity K.
We will get a complete
K =No.

For I&,)

as

modules elementarily

description

equivalent to M of cardinal-

of the possible

following functions:
(I3

)(Y+ 11” - J(YIA

(IT

la+ol,

(13)

yin(u.2%,
2min(K.2*o)+la(,

(I”)

(16)

yin(r.2%

2".

of

we have only partial information.

Theorem 10.1.Restricted to uncountable arguments

(17

IM with the exception

+

la

I&,,

(lShS&),

K =K,,

IM

is one of the
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M is totally transcendental ifl IM is one of the functions I’, I*. M is superstable iff
IM is not 16.
In the case of R =Z all functions occur.
Notation. Ia+lIX-jal”
number

’ not well-defined
IS
for infinite arguments.
It should be the
from A to (Y+ 1 with supcf(i) 1i <A} = CL Thus we set

of all functions

for A = 1,

(a+wal*={~+II*

for A>l,asm

or

AZ=&,’

Proof. For modules M with Krull dimension,
9.1 gives us four sets {U,,}, {V,},
{ Ui}, {U,} of indecomposables
and natural numbers 0 < mh Co s.t. the compact
N= M are just the modules

and we know (8.4) that H U I UJU K is countable
and that
between
1 and KO. For there are arbitrarily
large N.
Let JM(~) be the number of all functions
&)_ZUJUK
s.t.
Pi aKO~

SUI)(/.$

Pial,

] gEIUKUJ}=K.

A = II UJU KI lies

(2)

Let now M be totally transcendental. Then M has Krull dimension
and all N = M
are compact
(3.5(l)).
Furthermore
all U, are countable
(4.2(3)). Whence the
modules N= M, INI = K >K,, are just the modules N in (l), where the (E.L&satisfy
(2). Therefore
I,(K)
= J,(K).
But JM(. * .) is easily computed
(for uncountable
K): If A = 1 or A =KO or
KUJ=@,
this is I:. If l<A<K,
and KUJ#Q),
this is I*. This proves 10.1 in the
case that M is totally transcendental.
If M is not superstable, we have IM = I6 for uncountable
K by a general
theorem
of Shelah [17, VIII 0.33.
Now let M be superstable and not totally transcendental. Then M has Krull
dimension.

We prove
I&K)

=

that for uncountable

2mi”‘“‘2’b’+&(K).

K

(3)

This yields
IM=P

(A = I),

IM=I~

(l<A

IM=I”

(A = No).

<K,),

By a theorem of Shelah [17, VIII 1.7, 1.81 on non-totally
transcendental
theories
we have 2min(r’2Ho)
< IM(K)
for uncountable
K. This proves
(3) for &, < K S2Nc~.
If K Z= 2K0, all the modules N in (1) -but without pure hulls - are of power K if
(2) holds. (Note that lU,l<2No (4.2(2))). Therefore
2”i”‘“‘2”b’+4,4(K)~1M(K).
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To prove the inverse inequality for K > 2*0, we need the following lemma (here
R is arbitrary).
Lemma 10.2. Every superstable R-module
21R’+u~and L is totally transcendental.

N is of the form A @L,

where \A\s

We finish the proof of 10.1 and prove 10.2 later.
Let N = M, INI = K > Tn. Write N = A @L, IA ( C 2”o, L totally transcendental.
Then IL1 = K and since L is compact, it is a direct factor of N= M. We have
<(number

I&K)

of possible A)+(number

of possible L).

But the number of possible A is at most 22”0. N has the form (l), therefore
the form
@{U&x

L is of

1 gEHUIUJUK},

where
and

ph<mh

SUp(k.,

1

(4)

gEIUJUK}=K.

The number of the &) satisfying (4) - and therefore the number of possible L - is
not greater than 2Kn+JM(~).
This proves (3).
Finally we give examples of abelian groups which have the several spectrum
functions. We give the groups in the form (1). Thus displaying all compact
elementarily equivalent groups.
(13
G,,)

Z(p,P
CD

P

@ * . .93 Z(p,P

Z(p_)En @Q”

(l-4

z

WV

(/% ~KJ>

(L2)

Z(2)& @Q”

(L3)

izz@Q5

(L4)

iI* @ Z(2”)-” + UX

(P =%),

(IS)

.z2 @ G9 Z(p-)en + Q”
P

(I& ~&I),

(19

z!$GI6P

(CL=&).

(CL=%),

Proof of 10.2. Let N be a superstable R-module
(R arbitrary). Choose an
elementary submodule K of N of cardinality at most IR( +K,. By 2.3, N/K is
totally transcendental. Whence (3.5, 7.3)
N/K = @ Vi,

Vi indecomposable,

(ViIsIRI+H,.

id

Let n: N + bier Vi be the canonical projection. Set Mi = nP’(Vi). We have
\MiJ~\RJ+K,.
Since there are at most 21RlfN0 isomorphism types of extensions of K of power
< ‘R’tNo, s.t. for all i E I\J, there is ii E J and an
~(R(+bt,, there is a set JCL, (J1--.2
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K-isomorphism
fi:Mi~Mi~.
K

We set A = CieJ Mi. Since A = rT-l(@icJ

V,), rr induces a homomorphism

cr3 vi, with kernel A.

ii:N+

isl\J

We define a cross section
for ai = n(q) E Vi.

h(qJ=xi-fi(xi)
h is well-defined:
m(xi>=T(Yi)

*

xi-YiEK

=$ xi -fi(%)=

*

xi-Yi=fi($-Yi)

Yi-fi(Yi)*

h is a cross section: Because of ii(& -A(q)) = ii
If we set L = h(eiEIiJ Vi), we have N = A @L.

= r(q),

we have iih = id.

The next theorem contains our knowledge about the number of countable
models. It is still open, if Vaught’s conjecture can be verified in our case, i.e. if
always Z&J
SK, or I,@&) = 2Hn. For totally transcendental modules Vaught’s
conjecture was settled by Garavaglia [9]. 10.3(3) is due to G. Cherlin and,
independently, to M. Prest.
Theorem
2”o.

10.3.

(1) Zf M is totally transcendental, then Z&,)

= 1, =KO or Z&J

=

(2) Zf R is a Dedekind ring, and M not totally transcendental, then Z&Q = 2K~.
(3) There is an R-module M-for
suitable R - which is not superstable, but
Zi&O) = NO.
(4) Zf Z&f@%)-=C
2H,, M has finite Krull dimension.
(5) Zf Z&&J is finite, the Krull dimension of M is zero (cf. 10.5).
Proof. (1) Look at (1) in the proof of 10.1. In our case the modules U, are
countable, and all N = M are compact. Whence the countable N = M, are just the
modules of the form (l), where Z_Q
= Kc,, 1 s h <K, and Z.L~
s i$,. This yields

Lfw,)

=

1,

if JUK=p),

%

if @#JUK

1 2K,,

if JUK

is finite,
is infinite.

(2) We need the following lemma, due to G. Cherlin.
Lemma

10.4.

Zf there is a sequence ri E R s.t. r,M $ r,M $ r,M 2 . * . , there is a
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subsequence

s,M 2 sZM 9 s,M $. . . s.t.

Vn3aEMVi<n
PIQO~. Choose

s,a$~~+~M.

(si)

{a EM) sia E si+,M}.
..UI-I,C,M.
HlUHZU.

as a subsequence
of
Then
IM/H-,( 2 2’.

(ri) s.t. JSiM/Si+lMJ 22’. Set Hi =
An
easy
computation
shows

Choose aEM\(HIU...UH,,).

Proof of 10.3(2) (contd.). Case 1: There is an infinite sequence rlM $ r,M E+
. . . . Let (a) be the subsequence in 10.4. We can assume that M is weakly
saturated. Then we find a EM, with sia$si+lM
for all i. The proof of 2.1(2)
constructed 2”o contradictory pp-types with parameters sia. Now we need only the
parameter a. This yields 2Hocontradictory types with 2 variables without parameters. Thus I,&)
= 2Ko.
Case 2: There is no sequence as above. Then there is rE R\O s.t. rM is
divisible. rM is injective and, by 5.9, totally transcendental. rM is pure in M.
N = M/rM is bounded: riV = 0. Then z is a finite sum of multiples of modules
R/5$3”. Therefore
totally transcendental.
Now M is totally transcendental
by
2.2(l).
Proof of 10.3 (contd.). (3) Let k be a finite field. R is the ring obtained from the
polynomial ring k[X,, X,, . . .] by factoring through the ideal generated by all
XiXi. Whence R is a commutative k-algebra, with k-basis 1, Ti, T2, . . . which
satisfies TiTj = 0.
Now look at the following R-modules M:
M = M[T,]

= M[T,]

1 M[T,]

the T,M are contained

1. - . ,

in all M[Tj]

and k-linearly

independent.

It is easy to see that all such modules are elementarily equivalent and that there
are exactly K0 many countable M. (A countable M is determined up to isomorphism by dimk( n {M[T-,] 1i E w}/@~_, TiM).) Clearly M is not superstable (2.1(3)).
(4) Case 1: M does not have Krull dimension. By 6.8, M is elementarily
where all UE LJM
equivalent to a direct sum eiel Ui of indecomposables,
occur-up
to isomorphism- among the I_&. A Loeweheim-Skolem
argument
shows, that there is a countable J c I with M = ejEJ Uj. Choose an infinite
countable subset Hc I\J s.t. the U, are pair-wisely non-isomorphic
and not
isomorphic to any Ui. (This is possible by 8.1.) Now let Vi be a countable
elementary
submodule
of
Ui. Then
for every
subset
Kc H, MK =
is countable and elementarily equivalent to M (see 1.6, 1.7).
~{Vi
1iEJUK},
Furthermore
all the MK are non-isomorphic.
(Note that I& =pure hull of
@ {L& 1i E J U K}.) Whence I,&)
= 2”o.
Case 2: w <dim(M) <co. Look at Theorem 9.1: Since there are infinitely many
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isomorphism
there

types

is at least

elementary

of indecomposables
one

submodule
ML=

@

U with

with

rk(U) = a),

of U,. For every

VP@@

I@@@

heH

isI

rank>O,

K

subset

(for

is infinite.

every

(Y<dim(M),

V,

a countable

Let

L c K define

y@@{V,)

kEL}.

id

The ML are countable,
elementarily
equivalent
to M, and pairwise
nonisomorphic.
Thus I,(K,J = 2No.
(5) By 10.3(4), M has finite Krull dimension.
Whence 9.1 applies. If K#fl, the
argument
above ((4), case 2) gives infinitely
many non-isomorphic
countable
models =M: Choose VE K and set
M,,=

@

VP@@

hEH

e@@
iel

Therefore

K=IZ). But then

Corollary

10.5 (A. Pillay

V@V”

(n EN).

jsJ

all UELJ~
[24]).

I,(&,)

have rank

0 and dim(M)

<K, + I,(&,)

Proof. By 10.3(5), dim(M) = 0 if IM(EcO)<K,.
tal and the result follows from 10.3(l).

=0 by 8.8.

= 1.

But then M is totally

transcenden-

We conclude this section with a description
of KO- and K,-categorical
modules.
(An infinite module is K-categorical
iff the complete theory of it is K-categorical.)
Theorem
10.6. Let M be an infinite module.
(1) (Baur [27]). M is &,-categorical ifl
M=

V;n,@.

. .@Vy,@W@,@.

. .@W$,

where the Vh, W, are finite indecomposables, the mh are finite and the ~~ are infinite
cardinals.
In this case the modules N which are elementarily equivalent to M are the
modules of the form
NE V;ll@.

. .@V~@W$o@.

(2) M is K,-categorical
where s = 0.

. .@W$

and &-categorical

(Ai at,).

iff M is of the form as in (1) above,

(3) M is K1- (and not K,-) categorical ifl one of the following cases occurs:
(a) M= V;llCB. * * 03 V”CB W”, where the V,, are finite indecomposables, the
m,, finite, W is an infinite indecomposable, K > 1 and dim W = 0.
In this case the N which are elementarily
equivalent
to L,I are the modules of
the form
N=&“,@.

. .@VF@W”-

(A 2 1).

(b) M is totally transcendental, q/+(M)
is finite for all pairs of ppf with
dim,(cpl+)
= 0, there is exactly one indecomposable W ELJ~ with M-rank ~0.
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In this case dim M = 1 and there are countably many indecomposables

lJ,,, finite

mh (h E H) s.t. the N elementarily equivalent to M are the modules of the form
N=

@

Uhm,@Wh

(X 30).

heH

Proof. (1) Let M be of the given form. Since dim(Vh) = dim( Wi) = 0, dim(M) = 0
by 8.5. Therefore all N=M
are compact (3.5(l)),
and are therefore given by
9.1- where the pure hulls are superfluous. We adopt the notation of 9.1.
The U, are the elements of uJM with rank> 0 (cf. the proof of 9.1). Thus by
8.6, K = $4. Since the Ui are infinite, J = pI. We conclude that

By 9.1 the N= M are as desired. And this shows that M is &,-categorical.
(Alternatively
Ryll-Nardzewski
is easily applied: there only finitely many ppformulas cp(x,, . . . , x,,) - up to M-equivalence.)
Suppose that M is &-categorical.
By 10.3(5),
dim M = 0 (or use RyllNardzewski). Therefore the N=M
are given by 9.1 (no pure hulls). In 9.1 we
have K = J = P, (by K,,-categoricity). By 8.8 (or Ryll-Nardzewski) H U T is finite.
It remains to show that the Uh, Vi are finite:
(+)

If U is indecomposable,

dim U = 0 and U@ Uf

U, U is finite.

Proof. Let O=cpO(U)ccpl(U)c~
* . c cp,( U) = U be a decomposition of U into
U-minimal pairs. Since a U-minimal pair constitutes a base of neighbourhoods of
U (in U,), we have that all ‘pi+Jcpi(U) are finite (namely by (*) in the proof of
6.12). Thus U is finite.
(2) follows from (1).
(3) Let M be as in (a). By (l)-and
unique decomposition
&-categorical.
Since dim M = 0, the N= M are given by 9.1
Furthermore K = @. Since W is infinite, (JI = 1 and W is the
above). Thus I must be empty and {V,, . . . , v,} = {U,,}&&. Now

(6.1)-M
is not
(no pure hulls).
only Uj (use (+)
the N = M are as

claimed and therefore M is K,-categorical.
Now let M be as in (b). M is not &,-categorical, since dim M>O. Since M is
totally transcendental all N = M are given by 9.1. There is only one U, : W, which
must be of rank I. Whence dim M = 1. Since cp/$(1M)is finite for all pairs cp/1,4
of
dimension 0, 1 and J are empty. This shows that the N= M are as we wanted,
which implies that M is X,-categorical.
Let conversely M be tC,-categorical. Then M is totally transcendental and, if
9.1 gives all N=M, we have IIUJUK1=1.
Case (a): dim M = 0 and M is not &,-categorical.
dim M = 0 means K = 8. By
8.8, H is finite and all Uh are finite by (+). Since M is not K,-categorical,
I=fl.
Thus IJI = 1. Taken now the Uh for the Vh and the single Uj for W. Then M has
the form as in (a).
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Case (b): dimM>O.
only WE U,

Then I=J=$l

and ]K]=l.
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Whence

dimM=l

and the

of rank> 0 is U,. Let dim,(cp/lf/) = 0. Since (p/q decomposes

finitely many M-minimal

into

pairs, it is enough to show that (p/$(M) is finite if cplrl,is

M-minimal. But then (cp/+) is the smallest neighbourhood of some U, in U,. By
(*) (in the proof of 6.12) (P/C/J(&)is finite. Since c~/I,!J
isolates U,, also q/$(M) is
finite.

11. Forking
We investigate the meaning of some notions of stability theory in the case of
modules: forking, regular types and orthogonality. We refer the reader to Shelah
[17] and Lascar & Poizat [15]. Note that modules are stable.
We fix a ‘large’ saturated module m/o.All ‘light face’ subsets A of M we deal
with are supposed to be of ‘small’ cardinality. (We need 2’A’+‘R’+Ko<]~\).
If A CM, let us denote by S(A) the set of all complete l-types which are
M-consistent and have parameters in A.
Let p E S(A), A c B, q E S(B) an extension of p. The notion “q is a non-forking
extension of p” or “q does not fork over A” has the following properties (see
[15]). The first two facts can be used as a definition of forking. Let q E S(M) be an
extension of p.
Fact 1. q is a non-forking extension of p iff q has at most 2’R’tuo many conjugates
over A. (If rr is an automorphism of m/nwhich leaves the elements of A fixed, then
r(q) is a conjugate of q over A.)
Fact 2. q is a nonforking extension of p iff q has an extension q E S(M) which does
not fork over A.
Fact 3. All non-forking

extensions q E S(M) of p are conjugate over A.

Dehition.
Let p E S(A). G(p) is the set of all pp-definable
where cp(x, a) E p for some u E A.

subgroups (p&U,0),

Theorem 11.1. q is a non-forking extension of p iff every GE G(q) is of finite index
in some HEG(~).
(11.1 was independently proved in [25].)
Proof. Claim 1. There is an extension 4 of p s.t. every GE G(Q) is of finite index
in some HE G(p).
Proof. Let H be the set of all pp-definable subgroups of M which are of finite
index in some HE G(p). We show that the set
pU{l~(x,m)lmE~,ICI(~,O)~H}
is M-consistent.

(Then take for 4 any complete

extension

of this set.)
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If the above set is inconsistent,

there are cp(x, a) E p, lxi(x,

u) E p, t,$(x, m) s.t.

4 (M, 0) $ II and

(cp, Xi, $i are pp-formulas).

Since

some cp(fU,0) n ~,!~~(fbtl,
0) is of finite index in cp(fU,0), (see the proof of 1.1). But
then $(fUi, 0) is of finite index in cp(Ml,0)+ $j(M, 0). This is a contradiction,
because cp(ILQ,0) + ++(ti, 0) E G(p).
Claim 2: If q has the property of Claim 1, then also every conjugate over A of
q has this property.
Proof. G(r(q)) = G(q).
Claim 3. There are at most 2 IR’+% many q E S(M) with the property of Claim 1.
Proof. cp(fMl,0) H cp(L.4,a) (cp(x, m) E q) defines a partial map, which assigns to
every pp-definable subgroup G of M at most one coset of G. q is completely
determined by this map.
But if the property of Claim 1 holds, there are always only finitely many cosets
possible.

Whence
number of q’s<2

number
ofpp-definablesubgroups

Conclusion: q is a non-forking extension of p.
To prove 11.1, let q be a non-forking extension of p. Then there is an extension
q of q which does not fork over A. Since q and q are conjugate over A, every
GE G(q) is of finite index in some HE G(p). But G(q) c G(q).
For the converse assume that q has the property of 11.1. By Claim 1 we find an
extension q of q s.t. every GE G(q) is of finite index in some HE G(q). But since
H is of finite index in some KE G(p), we can conclude that every GE G(q) is of
finite index in some KE G(p). Thus q does not fork over A.
For

the

rest

of this section

we assume

that

there

are

no finite

indices

cplllr@U)# 1, i.e.
(*)

M0%n=M.

CoroIIary 11.2 (*). (1) (Makkai). q is a non-forking extension of p ifi G(p) = G(q).
There is only one non-forking extension q E S(B) of p.
(2) (Garavaglia). tp(a/A) does not fork over 0 ifi a and A are independent.
proof of (2). G(tp(u/O)) = G(tp(a/A)) just expresses independence of a and A in
the sense of (b) of the definition before 6.3. (Forking in injective modules was also
studied in [33].)
A type p E S(A)

is regular

iff for all B 3 A,

a, b EM,

tp(a/B)

non-forking
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extension of p, tp(b/B) forking extension of p 3 tp(u/B U(b))
A.

does not fork over

We assume a regular type to be non-algebraic.

Remark 11.3.Let PES(A),

q the (!) non-forking extension of p to H(A). One
knows that p is regular iff q is regular. q can be decomposed: If a realizes q and is

written as a1 + a2 according to a decomposition H(A) @A, = M, tp(aJ is uniquely
determined by p, and is regular iff p is. Therefore we will restrict ourself in the
sequel to complete types over 0. We identify these types with pp-complete types.

Theorem 11.4 (*>.Let p = tp(a). Then the following are equivalent:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(This

p is regular.
p+ is a maximal pp-type which is satisfied by a non-zero element of H(a).
An endomolphism of H(a) is an automorphism iff it does not map a to 0.
was independently proved in [26].)

Let bIE H(a)\O, p+ c tp+(b,). Write M = H(a) G3N. By (*) we
find b2EkI s.t. p = tp(b,). b = bI + b2 realizes p. tp(u/N) does not fork over 0. But,
since a depends on N U{b}, tp(a, N U(b)) forks over 0. By regularity tp(b/N) does
not fork over 0. Thus b does not depend on N. If Ml =K@N,
b E K, the
projection onto H(a) induces an isomorphism from K onto H(a). This isomorphism maps b into b,, thus pc = tp’(b) = tp+(b,).
(b)+(a).
Let tp(a/B) be a non-forking extension of p and suppose that
tp(u/B U(b)) forks over 0 and tp(b) = p. Write M = H(a) B/V, B c N and accordingly b = b,+ b,. Since a depends on B U(b), we have bI #O. We have p+~
tp+(b,), whence by assumption p = tp(b,) = tp(b).

Proof.(a)-+(b).

Let be I3 and cp a pp-formula. Then Ml kcp(b, b), i.e. M kcp(b, bI + b2) implies
M kcp(O, b, + 0) and thus m/o
bcp(O, b). This proves that tp(b/B) does not fork over
0.
(b)+(c).
If f ~End(H(a))
maps a into b# 0. Then tp(b) = tp(a) and f 1 a is
partially isomorphic. Thus f is an automorphism. (See the proof of 4.3.)
(c)+(b).
If b E H(a)\O, tp+(b) up+, a I+ b is a partial endomorphism which
can be extended to an endomorphism of H(a). This endomorph&m by assumption
is an automorphism.

Thus p = tp(b).

Corollary
11.5 (*).(1) Regular types (over 0) are indecomposable.
(2) (Makkai). Let p ES(O), N be a pure submodule of Ml. If p+ is maximal
among those pp-types for which p+ U{lxe
0) is N-consistent, then p is regular.
11.5(l)

follows from 11.4:

End(H(p))

is local.

Examples.If R is a Dedekind ring, the indecomposable
regular types are Rl’$“, R/R=,

K.

modules which belong to
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If the indecomposable
regular type. (p=tp(a),
subgroup.)

M. Ziegler

module U is totally transcendental,
U= H(p) for a
a~cp(U)\O,
where cp(U) is a minimal pp-definable

Injective modules (see 5.10, 5.11): If R is commutative, the regular types
(which determine injective indecomposables) are in l-1 correspondence with the
prime ideals of R. (For !$ is prime iff maximal among the irreducible ideals % with
H(v) = H(g). See the proof of 5.11.)
result is due to Kucera [12].

For noetherian

commutative

rings this

p, q E S(A) are orthogonal iff for all B 3 A, a, b EM, tp(a/B), resp. tp(b/B) is a
non-forking extension of p, resp. q+ tp(a/B U(b)) does not fork over A.
Theorem 11.6 (*). Assume that M has bounded width. Then p, q E S(0) are
orthogonal, ifl H(p) and H(q) have no isomorphic indecomposable factor in
common.
Proof. Let a, resp. b realize p, resp. q. If H(a) and H(b) have a common factor,
H(a) n H(b) # 0. Whence a and b are not independent and p, q not orthogonal.
(Take B = 0 in the definition above.)
Assume now, that H(p) and H(q) have no non-trivial common factor. Let B, a,
b as in the definition of orthogonality. Since H(b) has bounded width, H(b) =
Q,
Vi indecomposable.
tp(b/B) does not fork over 0, the family H(B),
Ui(i E I) is therefore independent. Suppose that H(a) depends on {H(B)}U
{Ui}iEr_ Since no Ui is isomorphic to a direct factor of H(a), 6.2 shows that H(a)
depends on H(B) alone. But this contradicts our assumption that tp(a/B) does
not fork over 0. Thus H(a) does not depend on H(B) U{Ui}, i.e. a and B U(b)
are independent.
Mike Prest proved in [26] that p and q are orthogonal iff H(p) and H(q) have
no non-zero direct factor in common. (*) and width are not needed.
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